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Preface

Any sliding process depends on the driving and the retaining
forces. If the slidlng mass is cfearfy defined and its motion
is only due to gravity, the driving forces can easily be de-
termined i.e. the component of weight parallel to the slidlng
interface. The retaining forces, howeverf are more difficult
to eval-uate, since onJ.y crude empirical rel.ations for the as-
sessment of the friction exist.

fn modern glaci-o]ogy a fot of work is involved in in-
vestigating the conditions at the gJ-acier bed and Cetermining
the sliding motion of a glacier. The nature and the physical
processes 'down at the base give rise to many questlons: Which

sort of friction is adequate? What is the influence of the
subglacial hydraulics and what role does the debris concen-
tratlon of the basal ice play?

The author of the present report, Dr. Jürg Schweizer,
deals with these questions. He establishes different types of
friction for typical bed characteristics and, to a certain
extent, derives qualitative anal.ytical solutions. The appli-
cation of the friction model of Ha1let requires a numerical
treatment using the finite element method. The results show
that the debris concentration in the basal ice and the sub-
glacial {ater pressure dominate the sliding process.

Accordingly thi-s study foll-ows the extensive field
observatlons, carried out during the Last years by the glaci-
ologicaL section of the VAW, investigating the relation be-
tween the sliding velocity and the subgfaciaf water pressure.
The report helps to fill the gap between measurements and em-
pirical reLationshi-ps on one hand and the physica] theories
on the other.

The study was performed with support from the Swiss
NationaL Science Foundation and supervised by Dr. Almut lken.

Prof Dr. D. Vi-scher
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Abstract

The rnotion of glaciers and ice sheets due to grawity consists
of two components: the flow and the sliding motion. The fLo!/
of an ice mass is the internal deformation. The sliding is
the motion at the interface between ice mass and substratum
existing only if the temperature at the interface is at the
pressure mefting point. The roughness of the glacier bed pre-
vents the ice mass from slipping ar"tay: the ice is forced to
flow around the bed obstacles. The classic theories usually
assume that this sort of notion occurs in a frictionless way,

since a very thin water film does exist between j-ce and un-
derlyingr substratum, i.e. there is no local shear stress.
This assumption may be true for cl-ean ice, however' basal ice
is debris loaden and friction occurs between the substratum
and rock particles embedded in the basal ice, as can be seen

from striaes on rock bumps.

The aim of this study is to investigate the influence of deb-
ris concentration on the sliding process. The actual condi-
tions where certain types of friction apply are defined and

the consequences for the sliding law are formulated. The

classic Coulomb friction is modified accordinq to the notion
that a glacier is rubbing over its bed ]ike a piece of sand-
paper. Eor small debris concentrations the concept of Hallet
applies where the friction depends on the sliding velocj-ty.
Hence a numerical approach is required. The numerical model-L-
ing of the sliding of an' ice mass over an undulating bed, in-
cluding the effect of both the subglacial water pressure and

the friction, is done by solvinq the problem by the finite
element met.hod using an existing two-dimensionaL code.
Friction bet$reen a dirt.y basal layer and the qlacier bed is a

refevant process and can be seen as a reduction of the driv-
ing shear stress. The frictionaf drag can therefore be in-
cluded into existing sliding faws which shoul-d contain as an

important variable the critical pressure. A functionaf rela-
tionship between the sliding velocity, the effective basal
shear stress and the subglacial water pressure j-s given. Con-
sidering the seasonaf velocity variations, valIey glaciers
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may be cfassified accordi-ng to the gl-acier bed characteris-
tics and probably vice versa. A more detailed classification
and the simulation of the dynamic movement of an actual g1a-
cier are two possible directions of further investigations
out I ined .
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Zugamnenfassung

Die Bewegung der Gl-etscher und Eisschil-der beruht auf der
Schwerkraft. Man unterscheidet das Fliessen und das Gleiten.
Mit Ffiessen bezeichnet man den Vorgang der .internen Verfor-
mung. Ist die Temperatur am Grund des Gletschers gleich dem

Druckschmelzpunkt, so beqinnt das Eis über den Untergrund zu
gleiten. Die Rauhj-gkeit des cletscherbettes werhindert, dass
der Gletscher abstürzt, da das Eis die Unebenheiten unflies-
sen muss, so dass eine in der Regel gLeichförnige Bewegung

entsteht. In den klassischen Theorien wj-rd davon ausgegangen,
dass die Gfeitbe'nregung reibungsfrei sei a1s Folge eines Was-

serflfms zwischen Eis und Untergrund. Somit existiert lokal
gresehen keine Scherspannung/ was unter Umständen bei sauberem
Eis zut.rifft. TaLsächlich aber ist das basale Eis eine ge-
schichtete Mischunq aus Eis und Fefspartikefn. Schliffspuren
auf Fel-sbuckefn zeugen von der Reibung zwischen dem felsigen
Untergrund und im Eis eingefrorenen Steinen.
Zief dieser Arbeit isL €sr den Einfluss unterschiedlicher
Schuttkonzent.ratj-onen des basalen Eises auf die Gleitbewegung
zu untersuchen. Verschiedene Arten der Reibunqf werden charak-
terisiert, und es werden die Auswirkungen auf das Gteitgesetz
besprochen. Die Coulomb-Reibung wird modj-fiziert irn Hinblick
auf die Idee, dass der Gletscher wie ein Stück Sandpapier den
felsigen Untergrund abschrnirgelt. Für geringe Schuttkonzen-
tration wird das ModelI von Hallet verv/endet: die Reibung
hängt won der Gfeitgeschwindigkeit ab. Somit drängt sich eine
numerische Behandfung auf. Mit der Methode der finiten EIe-
mente wird das ent.stehepde Differentialgleichungssystem zur
Simulation der cl-eitbewegung qel-öst/ wobei verschiedene para-
meter wie Schutt.gehalt und subglazial-er Wasserdruck, die das
Gleiten beeinflussen, variiert werden können.
Die Reibung erweist sich al-s ein für die Gleitbewegung mass-
geblicher Faktor. Die Wirkung der Reibung kann durch die Ein-
führung einer werminderten, effektiven Scherspannung berück-
sichtigt werden. Auf diese Weise lassen sich di-e für reines
Eis gültigen Gleittheorien formal auf den Fafl schutthaltigen
Eises übertragen. Ein funktionaler Zusammenhang zwischen der
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cfeitgeschwindigkeit, der basalen Schuttkonzentration und dem

subglazialen Wasserdruck bei gegebener Schubspannung wird er-
nittelt. Aus der Art der saisonalen Schbrankunqen der Oberfl-ä-
chengeschwindigkeit von TaLgl-etschern lassen sich Rückschlüs-
se ziehen auf die Natur des Uniergrundes und die Art der Rei-
bung. Eine detail-iertere Kfassifikation und die Sinufation
der dynamischen Bewegung eines bestimmten Gletschers sind
mögliche zukünftige Forschungsvorhaben.
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Cbapter A

INTRODUCTf,ON

Gl-aciers are moving. This fact, r^'el-f known by the
inhabitants of the Alpine regions, was a source of scientific
controversy in the past century. The mountain-dr^'e11ers exper-
ienced the moving force of a glacier at the beginning of the
LittIe Ice Age, when advancing Alpine glaciers passed over
meador,rs and forests and destroyed huts (Vögele, 1"987). With
the awakening interest in nature in the 16th and 17th century
a series of travel books appeared descrj-bi-ng the qlacierized
regions with a mixture of horror and. awe. In the l_8th centur-
ies the description of natural phenomena became more realis-
tic, accurate and scierltific. Horace B6n6dict de Saussure
(I'740-L799), one of the first gJ.acj_ologicat investigators in
t.he modern scientific sense, held the view that glaciers
slide due to gravity. One of the first very remarkable over-
views of this topic was writ.ten by Bernhard Friedrich Kuhn
(1762-1825), a lawyer and statesman, who grew up in the vici-
nity of glaciers in Grindelwal-d. Jn the 19th century major
interest was concentrated on the mechanisn of glacier motion.
In addition to the sliding theory, the dilatation theory and
the viscous ffow theory were proposed and fiercely defended.
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The exponent of the latter was,James D. Forbes. Inspired by
Louis Agassiz (1807-f873) he investigated the Mer de Gface
during the same period as Aqassiz did his pioneering work on

the Unteraargfetscher. In those times the different ideas
were in strong competition with each other and it was incred-
ible to think that both sl-iding and viscous flow coul-d con-
tribute to the motion of glaciers. A further confusing fact
was that ice is brittle and viscous. Even nowadays the mater-
ial properties are not full-y understood and the search for a

creep law forms a branch of glaciology (Clarke, 1-987).

John Nye established the glacier fl-ow mechanics,
mathematically formulated/ and together brith John GIen's flow
Iai"r, adopted from metallurgy, his studies are t.he fundamental
base of the present research work. Finally, the recent era of
investigation on the sfidinq probfem was opened in 1957 by
Hans Weertnan. He proposed two sfiding processes: regefation
and ice flow around obstacles. John Nye and Barcfay Kamb de-
weloped Weertman's idea further by introducing more realistic
bed topographies. Louls Lliboutry brought up a third mecha-
nism3 the formation of subglacial cavities.

In the last thirty years extensive field observa-
tions and numerical- nodelling made possible by computer faci-
lities growing at a fantastic rate hawe broadly enlarged the
view on the sl-iding problem.

Sliding is not restricted to temperate glaciers
where it can account for 508 or more of the total movement,

but exists also under cold glaciers or ice sheets where the
ice is not at the melting point. The effect is of course min-
imal, but not negligrible ln a paleoglaciological sense. Sea-
sonal and shorter-term variations in surface velocity must
result from sl-iding, because ice deformation depends on para-
meters such as ice thickness, surface sfope and temperature,
which do not change rapidly. Velocity variations are st.rongl-y
related to the amount of water beneath a gl-acj-er, as could be

shown by water pressure measurements in boreholes. Hence the
subglacial hydraulic system seems to control- the sJ-iding mo-

tion. Furthermore it is now obvious that not al1 glaciers and
j-ce sheets are }yingr on a hard rock bed as is implicitly as-
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sumed in current sLiding theories. Deformable and permeable

sediment beds are hridespread and certainl-y affect the glacier
motion (Paterson, 198?) .

As a resuft a qreat deaL of scientific energy i'tas and sti1I
is being concentrated on the lower boundary between the ice
and its substrata. The rel-evant physical processes occur at
this l-evel, contro.Iling the motion, and the compfex interac-
tions between ice, brater, rock and sediment also take place
there. Yet in spite of the growing knowledgre the definition
of a cornplete basal boundary condition seems to be further
away than ever. However, in order to predict the behavj-our of

Figure A.1 The fact
perceived by
zone at the
scher.

that glaciers are movinq can be mainly
studying crevasses and moraines. Serac

junction of Pers- and Morteratschglet-
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a gfacier, for instance v/hether, a water intake wifl be over-
run, a sl-iding l-aw is essential as a basis for modelling. An

understanding of processes of glacial erosion or deposition
is only possible provided it is based on a comprehensive the-
ory of glacier motion.

Observations in accesslble subgrlaciaf cavities (e.9.
Viwian and Bocquet, 1973) and borehol-e photography (Engef-

hardt, Harrison and Kamb, 1,978) suqqest that the classic
slidlng theories, based on the assumption of clean ice,
should be modified to al1ow for the effect of basal debris.
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Figure A.2 Slidj-ng
sure showing
obserwation
(r986).

water pressune

velocity versus subgJ-acia1 water pres-
the discrepancy between theory (a) and

(b) modified from Iken and Bindschadler
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Detailed measurements of velocity and subglacial water pres-
sure at the Findelengl-etscher were done by Iken and Bind-
schadler (1986) . Their resufts agree qualitatively with cur-
rent sliding theories. However, the measured r^rater pressure
values are too large as compared to the observed slidingr ve-
l-ocities. According to theory the glacier should in some

cases have reached the state of accelerated motion (Figure
A.2). This, in fact, is not the case. It is supposed that
friction between the dirty basal ice and the glacier bed pre-
vents the glacier from slipping off.

Only a few attempts were made to include friction in
the sliding faw. Morland (1976b) studied a sort of Coufomb

friction, but wiLhout regard to the actuaf physical processes
at the sofe. Bindschadler (l-983) made implicitly the same as-
sumption by defining a bed separation index I - t/N vrhich is
equival-ent to the friction coefficj-ent. Boulton (e.g, L9'76)

has dealt in fuII with the problen of friction in connection
with abrasion and erosion, especialfy in the case of soft
sediment beds. He argues that the normal load of the ice is
the relevant variable, an assumption probably true if the de-
bris concentration is very larqe. Hal-let (f981) developed a

physical model based on what rea1ly could happen at the ice-
rock interface, if the debris concentration is smalf.

This study investigates the influence of the debris
concentration in the basal ice on the sliding welocity of a

glacier for various debris concentrations. The actuaf condi-
tions where certain Lypes of frict.ion apply are defined and

the consequences for tqe sliding law are formulated. The

cfassic Coulonb friction is modified in accordance wi-th the
notion that a glacier is rubbing over its bed like a piece of
sandpaper (Drewry, 1986) . The main objective then is to ex-
tend Hall-etrs concept to the qeneral case of sliding on an

undeformabfe bed, including both debris friction and the ef-
fect of subgfaciaf water pressure. Haflet assumes that fric-
tion occurs due to rock particles which, embedded in the bas-
aJ- ice, are pressed against the rigid, unpermeable rock bed
and dragged a1ong. Thj-s process acts on the upstream side of
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bed undul-ations. As the frictionaf force depends on the local
velocity field, a numerical approach is required. The numeri-
caf modelling of the sliding of an ice mass over a undulating
bed, including the effect of both the subglacial water pres-
sure and the friction, is done by solwj-ng the probfem by the
finite-element meLhod using the existent, wel,l establ-ished
two-dimensional- code: RHEO-STAUB (Fritz and Arn, 1983).
It is not possibJ-e to give a simpl-e sliding law, but the pre-
sent study can provide an idea of which variabl-es are rel-e-
vant and how they coufd be included in a realistic relation.

In Chapter. B t.he model with assurnptions, basic equations and

boundary conditions is presented. The only closed form solu-
tion/ the faminar f1ow, is deriwed.

The classic theories on sJ-idingr are reviewed in Chapter C and

a relation for the amount of bed separation is deweloped.

chapter D deals with debris friction. Coulomb, sandpaper and

Eal-fet friction are compared and implications for the separa-
tion process are st.udied.

Details on numerical modelling including Haflet friction and

bed separation, are discussed in Chapter E. Numercial values
for the modellinq are chosen on the basis of field observa-
tions and the FE-code is tested.

In Chapter F the results of the numericaf simulations with
varyi-ng flow law, bed geonetry, subglacial rrater pressure and

basaf debris concentration are giwen.

Chapter G contains a detailed summary, concfusions and some

future perspectives.
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Chapter B

ICE DYNAMICS

8.1 Introduction

The motion of qlaclers and ice sheets consists of
two components: the flow and the sl.iding motion.

The flo\"r of an ice mass is the deformation due to
the gravitationaf force. The criticaf point for the flow is
the sort of constitutive refation called flow law which means

the refation between stress and strain rate, t.hat is, the
rheological properties of ice. The deformationaf process is
also caffed creep (contirluous deformation under steady load).

Sliding is the motion at t.he interface between ice
mass and substraLum existing only if the temperature at the
interface is at Lhe pressure melting point. That is the cfas-
sic definition. Nowadays one knows that sliding can occur
well below the freezing temperature (Shreve, 1984,' Echelmeyer
and Zhongxiang, 3,987t , yet exercise l1ttIe effect on the
large-scale motion.

The temperature of the ice is involved in the ice
dynamics too, influencing primarly the constj-tutive refation
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and as mentioned the basal boundary condition. There is pro-
duction of heat due to deformation and transport of heat
within the ice mass also partly by migrating water.

Gfacier ice is not an isotropic, hornogenous medium.

There are different sorts of ice (fabric, grain size' impuri-
ties, grain boundari-es etc.), different temperature zones and

cracks, crevasses and moulins; thus glacier ice is further-
more a porous mediurn, but usually considered to be irnperme-

abfe.
In Lemperate glaciers where the ice is at the mef-

ting point there exists a fot of brater in cracks, in crevas-
ses and in the ice itsetf. The water is partiafly drained by

the subgfacial water system which, characterized by subgla-
cial water pressure, pfays a significant role in the sfiding
process. The staLe of the subglacial drainage system is sup-
posed to be the criticaf point for the sort of sliding prob-
ably responsible for the surge phenomena (a tremendous gla-
cier advance of some kilometers in some months).

Whether a glacier wilf advance or retreat, one of
the most striking and popular features, is the effect of
changing environmental- conditions. Accumufation - ablation
and the thermal boundary conditions control this process.

The brief discussion above has touched on some as-
pects invol-ved in the problem of movinq glaciers and ice
sheets, The response of a glacier or an ice sheet Lo gravita-
tional- forces and exLernal environmental conditions is a com-

plicated thermo-mechanj"cal problem (Hutter, 1983) '

8.2 Assumplions and Boundary Conditions

In consideration
surrounding a glacier or
sumptions must. be made in
mulation.

of the great number of phenomena

an ice sheet, some simplifyingr as-
order to obtain a mathematical for-
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First of a1f, ice is to be considered as an imperme-
able, viscous, lsotropic, incompressible fluld at constant
temperature.
The assumption of impermeability is justified since the pos-
sibfe water flow between grain boundaries is negligibfe com-
pared to the water flow through the subgl-acial- drainage sys-
tem. Berner, Stauffer and Oeschger (1978) sludied ice samples
from GriesgLetscher (Switzerl-and) and found water fl-ow walues
beti"reen 0.02 to 0.04 m/a.
The most simpl-e rheological law is that of constant viscosity
(Newtonj-an fluid). A better description of the flow of ice is
a poner l-aw, Gfen's flow faw, which is popular but controver-
sial, Other refations such as polynoms were proposed (Smith
and Morfand, 1982) concurring more effectively with the ex-
perimental creep data. There are efforts to adapt the flow
faw to the effect of impurities, different ice fabrics and

other inhomogeneities introducing, for example, an enhance-
ment factor (Dah1-Jensen, 1985). Furthermore, the question of
accelerating or tertiary creep due to recrystallization is
not clear. Aspects of ice rheologry are discussed in detail by
llutter (1983) and Lliboutry and Duval (1985).
The temperature is not regarded as j-ndependent variable and
therefore temperature and velocity field can be decoupled - a

great but unavoidable simplification. Neverthel-ess, in a num-

ericaf analysis the temperature can be taken into account
through the flow 1aw parameter by an iterative scheme.

The boundary condition at the glacier surface is
free surface, whj-ch means free of st.ress/ and vefocity conpo-
nents normal to the surfgce are ba]anced by accunulati-on or
ablatlon. Thus the glacier is in a steady state. The basal-
boundary condition is the crucia.l one in ice dynamics. For a

cold glacier (ice temperature be.l,or^/ the mefting point) the
problem is stilf easy to solve. There j-s no sliding and the
boundary condition is the no-slip condition. Perfect-s1ip is
the most common conditj-on for temperate grlaclers. The basal
ice and the substratum in the folfowing called "bed" (unde-
formabfe and impermeabfe) are therefore not in contact with
each other but separated by a very thin layer of water pre-
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ventinq the transfer of any shear stress. Hence there is no

friction at the i.nterface. The ve]ocity vector j-s paral]el to
the non-deformable bed since vertical components due to neft-
ing and refreezingr are neglected. This is of course a small-
scale view, but physically correct. Nevertheless of major
interest is the large-scale view where the no-friction condi-
tion is no longer valid. At thls scale one needs as bottom
boundary condition a relation bet!,/een basal shear stress and

basaf velocity, a so-caffed sliding Iaw. To find an easy-to-
use sfiding faw for large-scale glacier motion is one of the
main objectiwes of glaciological research work.

8.3 Basic Equations

The assumptions from Section 8.2, in particular con-
si,derinq .ice as being an impermeable, viscous, incompressible
ffuid at constant temperature, result in the following set of
equations for a mathematical, ice f.low model:

u.1,1

P ur '

0..al

(B. 1)

(8.2)

(B.3)

0

t., + o q,rlrl ' -i.

f ( ri,)' al

expressing the mass conservation (8.1), the bal-ance of momen-

tum (8.2') and the constitutive relation between strain rate
tensor and deviatoric stress tensor (B.3). The Einstein con-
vent.ion for vectors, tensors and deviations was used in the
above. Stated in more detail:

u.: velocicv vectora-
p : density of i-ce

t. ,: stress tensoral
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gi , vector of external forces (gravity)
0. ,: strain rate tensorrl

e.. = L/2 (u. + u. .)1l rrl ft]-'
tl,: deviatoric stress tensor1l

tl.= t. -pö.rl 1l ^ 1l
p : hydrostatic pressure

p = 1,/3 L.- -,* -j-i
Kronecker symbol

The upper boundary condition (stress free surface)

t.. m. =rl l (B.4)

of no ice-bedrock

ö..:r-l

as

The basal boundary condition for
separation is either the no-s1ip

the case
condition

l_
(8.5a)

or the perfect-slip condition

tijrj- (tklnknl)ni = 0 (B.5b)

together with a kinematic boundary condition (neglecting
melting and refreezing)

u. n.
.Il-

(B. 5c)

where m. and nts are unit vectors normal to the surface and)
to the bed respectively. For the case of not vanishing tan-
gentiaf stress, that means if there is friction between the
ice and the bed, Eq. B.5b turns to

.ij.j - (tktnknl)ni = rfi (B.5d)

where Tfi is the vector of the tangential- traction or the
frictional drag.
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For the case of bed separation the boundary in the separated

area is

(B.5e)t..n.n, + p1l a I -w

where pw is the hlater pressure in the subqlacial hydraulic
system.

A generaf so.Iution to the above equations for any

given glacier qeometry has not yet been found because of the

nonlinearity of the constitutive relation and the complexity
of the boundary conditions, and is probably not worth seek-

ing. The ?lternative is to introduce more or less reasonable

omissions and approximations which simplify the systen. This

traditional procedure established by Nye, especially the re-
striction to Lwo-dimensiona.I problems, has throvin l-ight on

quite a lot of glaciological phenomena. Another more modern

approach is to try to solve the probfem numerically yet of-
fering the same sort of complications, but allowing to choose

more complex domains.
An analytical sol-ution for a cold glacier adhering

at j-ts bed is briefly presented below. Chapter C reviews some

known solutions for the sliding rnotion problem.

8.4 Laminar Elort

The ice flow problem Eq. (1 - 5a) can be solved for
a parallel, infinj-tly wide ice slab on an incl-ined plane as-
suming that there is no sliding: the ice i-s frozen to the
bedrock (Figure 8.1).

The infinite \,/idth feads to a two-dimensional pro-
bl-em. The stress tensor reduces Lo the components ox, oy and

r , u and v are the velocity vecLor components in x and y
xy

dj-iection respectively. Erom the infinite length it fo1]ows

that the solution is independent of x. Thus for the stress
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Eigure B.1 Coordinate system
h qlacier thickness, cr

vector components,

fiefd one obtains

of parallel-sided slab.
bed sfope, urw velocity

p9ycoso

pqysina

. .n .-n+1 n+1.sins)" (h" - - y" -) (B.6)

relation is a power law of

ox (y)

and the velocity is

u (y)

ä..rl

?A
ffitoo

n-l( c) ---r
^ 

lrt_l _ rt
\ aal L)

o (v)
v

r.... (y)
Äy

assuming that the constitutive
G.len's type

(B.7 )

The flow law parameters are A: a constant including the tem-
perature dependence of the creep, and n: the exponent in the
flow 1aw usually taking vafues between 2 and 4 (for n = I a

Iinear relation resu.Lts). tif = 1/2 trrt,, is the second in-
wariant of the deviatoric stress tensor.
The vertical velociLy component is v : 0; thus the flow fines
are parallef to the surface of the slab: the ffow is faminar.
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the surface (y = 0) is

. .n -(tr,) nZA
s n+ t

(8.8)

$rhere rb is the shear stress at the bed (y = h):

T.
r)

pghsino (B. 9)

The basal shear stress is independent of the ffow
lal,r. The above formula is fundamental and can explaj-n severaf
glaciologrical features as, for instance, the fact. that a q1a-
cier is thin where the surface is steep, and t,hick where the
surface slope is smalf (Paterson, 1983).
On the other hand, the Laminar flow model is often too primi-
tive. Some factors linit the use of Eq. (B.6) and Eq. (B.8)
(Drewry, f9B6) :

The temperature gradient through the ice mass

affecting the flow 1aw parameter A is not taken
into account.
In the case of va11ey glaciers, Eq. (B.8) for
the shear stress has to be corrected by a shape
factor (Nye, 1965).
Changes of accurnulation and abfation influence
the ice fl-ux and therefore the vefocity and

stress field.
Longitudinal st.ress qradients exist but are not
considered.

Neverthe.Less, the faminar ffor^7 modef is the flrst consistent
mathematicaf formulation of the glacier flow problem and

therefore of broad interest.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Chapter c

GLACIER SLIDING

c.1 Introduction

In Chapter B, a sofution to the flow problem bras

presented whereby alf motj-on takes place within t.he gl-acier.
The ice mass is frozen to the bed and motion is due only to
deformation. This is the case within cold glaciers, Alpine
glaciers at hlgh altitudes, or polar ice sheets.

Most of the measured surface vefocities on Afpine
glaciers are essenlially larger than only the corresponding
creep vefocity determirtable simpfy by surface slope and ice
thickness. Findelengletscher in the Zermatt area (Swiss Alps)
(Figure C.1) is, in the most inLensively studied area (about
2'730 m.a.s.l.), about h = 180 m thick and the mean surface
slope is s : 6.5" (Iken and Bindschadfer, 1,986\.
Taking f.low law parameters A = 0.16 bar-3a-1 and n = 3, and
a shape factor f = 0.6, a creep velocity (Eq.8.8) at the
surface u" = 1B m/a resul-ts. Summer velocities at Findefen-
gletscher are in the ranqe of 0.5 m/d, corresponding to an

annual velocity of 180 m/a.
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Figure C.1 Findelengletscher in 1985. Study area i.s above
the first ice fal-I. 1985 was the end of an actiwe
advancing phase of the temperate, 9 km long val-ley
glacier.

The difference between obserwed and calculated surface veloc-
ities accounts for basat sliding. Thus it is quite possible
that 908 of the motion of a glacier is due to slidj-ng at the
ice/bed interface. Sliding velocities of some 100 m/a are not
exceptional. Jacobshavn Glacier in Greenland, a fast-flowing
ice stream, moves in the lower part at speeds of 7 km/a, yet
it is not c.Iear whether these high speeds are mainfy due to
slj-ding. The contribution of the sliding to the overaff mo-

tion may vary temporarily and spatj-afly on a glacier. This is
probably an effect of a different amount of r^rater at the gla-
cier bed, an assumption based on the fact that the surface
velocity increases at the beginning of the melt season (Iken,
1978). Basal sl-iding is J-ikely responsible for a large part
of the erosive effect of gfaciers.

Yet grlacier sliding is one of the feast understood
glaciologrical phenomena. Paterson (1981) writes:
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"Obtaining a better understanding of sliding is
the major unsofved problem in glacier physics. "

This lack of knowledge is not hard to comprehend and follows
from the difficulty to directly observe the glacier bed. Such

observations are possible in man-made ice tunnels (Eigure
C.2), subglacial water intakes of hydroelectric power stati-
ons and through boreholes. Moreover, the theoretj-cal- treat-
ment of the sfiding probJ-em is complex, in particularly the
formulation of the basal boundary condition. The present
state of knor^rfedqe derives from a few contributions of a

smal1 nunber of investigators: Weertman (1957) , Lliboutry
(1968, 1975, 1987), Nye (L969, 19?0), Kamb (L970, L987) Mor-
land (L976a, 1-976b) , Hall-et ('J,9'79' l-98L) and Fowl-er (L9Bl-,

1987).
Before attempting to solve the sliding problem one

Figure C.2 Basal ice and glacier bed in an ice tunnel at
the snout of Findel-engletscher. The ice containing a

basal layer of debris and regelation ice is separa-
ted from the bed.
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should take stoke of hrhat is or could be goinq on at the base

of a glacier and then decide which phenomena one will include
in the mode1. An inconPlete list:

plastic deformation

regelation (mel-tinq/refreezing around bed irregu-
l-arit ies )

water from ' regelation
' geothermal heat
. frictionaf heat
. deformational heat
. meltwater from surface abfation

cavities, particufary in the lee (downstream

side) of bed irregularities

debris foaden basal ice

friction between basal ice and substrata

special rheology of basaf ice (different
fabric and chemical comPosition)

temperature at the melting Point

different substrata (defornability, permeability)

plucking

öf^

Modelling means to choose the relevant factors and to negfect
the unimportant ones and simul-taneously to ensure that the

resulting fluid dynamic problem is wefl posed.

The aim of al-l investigators is to find a realistic,
but simple bottom boundary condition involving some variables
describing to a certain extent the phenomena listed above.

The pertinenL variables are the shear stress on the bed tO,

the normal stress Pr.,, the sliding velocity ub, in the case of
bed separation the water pressure Pvr in the cavities, and

some paramel-ers describing roughness of the bed, and several
physical properties of ice and possibly of the glacier bed'
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A review follows of some known analytical and semi-
analytical solutions to the sliding problem, distinguishing
bethreen sliding without and with fornation of !^rater fill-ed
cavities leadingr to bed separation. The presentation foflows
partly the one of Raymond (1980) and Paterson (f981), but al-
ways with a critical fook at the originaf fi-terature and with
the particufar situation of Findefengletscher in mind. A spe-
ciaf focus is on theories rel-ating to friction between rock
particles embedded in the ice and the glacier bed. Chapter D

deals princj"pally with friction.

c.2 Slj-ding without bed separation

A temperate ice mass, that is, one not frozen to the
bed, can only rest stabfy on an incl-ined plane if irregulari-
ties of the bed balance out the gravitional driving force,
prowided there is no friction between the basal ice and the
glacier bed. The upstream side of rock bumps has to be steep-
er than the mean bed sfope (Figure C.3), otherhrise the gl-aci-
er is accelerating and may fal-l- as a catastrophic ice avalan-
che. Thus an irreguJ-ar or rough bed is one of the basic con-
ditions.

Sliding, rneaning real material- motion at the icerock
interface, is possible by means of two physical processes
proposed by Weertman (J957): regelation and creep. Both of
them enabfe the ice mass to overcome the obstacles at the
bed. Since the ice is at the pressure melting point at the
base, regelation fol-lows from the fact that on the upstream
side of rock bumps the pressure is hj-gher than on the down-
stream side, leadinq to a difference j-n the pressure meJ,ting
point. Thus the ice mefts on t.he upstream side of an obstacl-e
and is transferred as r4rater in a very thin, only a few micro-
ns thick, layer to the l-ee side where it refreezes. The lat-
ent heat ffows back through the rock bump to the melting
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Figure C.3 Ice mass sfiding over undulating bed. For stabLe
motion p must be larger than 0.

pfane in the upstream side. The thermal conductivity of the
bedrock j-s therefore one of the parameters controlling the
regelation process. Regelation takes place also in the exper-
iment where a weighted toop of wire slowly passes through a

block of ice without splitting the lce. The second mechanism

is enhanced pfastic deformation produced by local stress con-
cent.raLions on the upstream side of rock burnps griving rise to
enlarged strain rates and accordingly to increased ffow.

Considering these two processes, an exact analytical
solutj-on for the sliding probfern exists, if the following as-
sumptions are rnade3 ?

(1) Clean, j-rnpermeable ice is sliding over an un-
deformabfe and impermeabfe rock surface.

There is no friction betr^/een basal ice and sub-
stratum, which means the sole is free of local
shear stress. In other words: the perfect-s1ip
condition is assumed.

(2t
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No ice/bed separation. The ice sole is entirely
in contact with the rock surface through a very
thin water 1ayer.

Sma1l slope and

The ice deforms
stant wiscosity

roughness of the rock bed.

Newtonian fluid r^rith con-

The first solution was presented by Weertman (l-957)

modellinq the glacier bed as an inclined plane with cubical
bumps on it. He afso included a Glen type power law for the
ice rheoJ-ogy and determined the sliding velocity due to each

of the two sliding mechanisms a1one.
The velocity u, is the result of the regelation process:

where tb: the average shear stress at the bed, a: the side
fength of the cubica] obstacles, r = a/7\ : the so-call-ed
roughness parameter and l" : generally the wavelength of the
bed undulati-ons or in Weertman's rnodel of the bed the di-s-
tance between cubical obstacles (from center to center of the
cubes). u, is inversely proportional- to the obstacle length
a, thus regelation is most effective for sma1l burnps.

The second mechanism, enhanced deformation/ causes a contri-
bution u2 to the sliding vefocity ub:

/?)

(4)

(s)

n.

tb
t1 ' ----2

ar

r tnI r. Itbtal---tt^ztl/ r )

where in the above n is : the exponent in the Glen type ffow
1aw. u, increases with increasing obstacle size a,

u2

The thro mechanisms, regetation and deformation, therefore
compete with each other at an intermediate obstacle size
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where the t.wo contributions u1 and u2 are equal-.
cafls such an obstacfe a controlling one.
The sliding velocity uO is now derived as the sum of
cesses, assuminq that the controll,ing obstacl-e size
1y determines the sliding velocity:

V'leertman

the pro-
compfete-

n+ l-
. .--2-
( xb)
--- nTT-r

(c. 1)

For the most common value of the exponent n = 3 the sfiding
velocity is proportional to the square of the basaf shear
stress tb'and inversely proportional to the fourth power of
the roughness r. The above refation is t.he first so-calfed
sliding law connecting Lhe basal shear stress, the bed topog-
raphy and the sliding velocity. It is possible now to deter-
nine the basaf velocity by macroscopic vafues such as surface
slope, qlacier thickness and geometry of t.he bed.

Lliboutry (1968), Ny€ (1,969,1,9'10) and Kamb (1970)

improved Weertman's so-lut.ion. They developed sliding theories
with a more realistic model of the qlacier bed for finear
viscous deforming ice. The bed topography is expressed in
terms of a spectra.l decomposition by Fourier transformation
methods rendering it possible to choose an arbitrary periodic
bed profile/ yet many of the resul-ts were found for so calfed
white rougrhness, in other words the roughness (the ampfit.ude
to wavefength ratio) is independent of wavelengrth.
Again they alf found a characteristic wavelength ca1led by
Kamb transition wavelenqt'h 1,*, for which the contributions of
regelation and deformation are equal. Eor wavelengths greater
than l,* the creep process dominates and regelation can be
neglected, and for smaller ones accordingly vice versa. A

typicaf value for the transitionaf wavelength is L*:0.5 m,

thus of the order of magnitude 10-l m.

Kambrs definition in the case of linear ffow law is:

^2 2n (k. +kb)

u.lf

C
p-r
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where in the above ki, kO are: thermal conductivity of ice
and bedrock respectively, C 3 Clausius-Clapeyron const.ant and

L : specific l-atent heat of fusion.

Nye and Karnb found as a slidinq 1aw with linear rhe-
ology the relation

u.])
1)--2-r

(c '2)

yet with a flow 1awcorresponding to Weertmanrs so.lution,
exponent n = 1.

"trbo,-,at, 
(1975) derived a simpler formula for the

sliding law yet with a different representation of the bed

profiJ-e (in form of spectral power density):

tb
)-

m* { I Tl

roughness, Tl the ice viscosity and f
the reqelation process containing ice
fusion, thermal conductivity of both
Cfausius-Clapeyron constant.

For a sinusoidal bed with only one wavelength the
sliding velocity can be. given negfecting reqelation as (Nye,

L969) :

tb

-^rhere m* is a measure of
a constant arising from
density, latent heat of
bedrock and ice, and the

where k is

u.
I)

the wave

l, 1.
I)

-:--3-------Z-önnr

lL 7,.
D--:---3------2-

ö'I na

tb
------2-:-3-
na K

number k = 2n/)'

tb

u.
D

(c. 3a)

(c. 3b)

(c.3c)
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A numerical example is considered:

glacier thickness:
surface slope:
shape factor:
basal shear stress:
wave.length:
roughness:
viscosity:

producing a sliding velocity

h

0,

f

D
x.

r
n

= 200m
= 6.50

= 0.68
_^5 _

= I.Z x IU Pa

= 20 m

= 0.05
- -^13 _

= I x l(, Pa s

"ub

a vafue of reasonabfe
The surface velocity
ice

3.87 x 10-7m/s

order of magnitude:
u due to inlernaf

S

1,2.2 m/ a

101 m/a.
de fo rmat i on

1

s zn D

of the

(c.4)

woufd be

3?.8 m/a
S

assuming the same numericaf vafues
motion at the surface is U = ,b * u"
248 sliding and 768 deformation. The

es as the wavelength and inversely

In detail with Eq. (c.3) and

surface velocity respectively, one

sliding on the total motion:

as above. Thus the whole

= 50.0 m/a consisting of
portion of sliding vari-
as the square of rough-

Eq. (C.4) for sliding and

obtains the portj-on of

l"

i-F-g " . ,
u,

I)
ü-- u_L)s

luOJ

Eigure C.4 shows the dependence on roughness and v/avefength
for the above numericaf example with wavel-engths of l,:5,
10, 20, 50 m. However/ the important elements are not. the
absolute vafues of X", but the magnitude of l, relative to the
gfacier thickness. Since the considered gfacier thickness is
h = 200 m, the four curves in Fi-qure C.4 correspond to the
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[un] t.o

0.8

0.6

0.4

o.2

o.o2 0.04 0.08 0.1

Figure C.4 Portion cf sliding at the whofe motion at lhe
surface depending on roughness r and on vravelength
of bed undulat.ions. Glacier thickness is h : 200 m.

For detaifs see text below.

dimensj-onless wavelengths [],1 : ]\/h = 0.025, 0.05, 0.I, 0.25.
Thus for a glacier 500 m t.hick with bed undul-at.ion wavelength
of 50 m the same curve resul-t.s as for h = 200 m and a r^rave-

l-ength of X, = 20 m. The curve with I)"1 = 0.25 represents a

rather unrealistic case and is more an uppermost boundary be-
cause a wavel-ength only four times snaller than the glacier
thickness describes large-scale bed topography and no Ionger
bed roughness. Therefore, one can say that a high proportion
of slidingr always indicates a smal-l- bed roughness or in more
general terns/ a glacier bed offering not Coo much drag to
motion.

The above considerations are made for the case of
l-inear viscosity, but are probably also true for non-linear
deforming ice, since the viscosity affects both the sliding
and the deformational surface velocity j-n the same r^/ay, If
there is friction at the stiding interface due to debris in
the basal ice, the sliding velocity decreases and thus the
above statement is even reinforced. The case where water

0.

ä: )"=50m,[,1''l =0.25
b:,t=20m,["t] =O.t
c: )"= 10m, ["t] = O.OS

d: .L= sm,[a] = 0.025
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filled cavities are forming can be interpreted as a smoothing
of the bed leading to a smafler roughness, which in turn
leads to a larger sliding vefocity. Again, a high proportion
of sliding corresponds to smalL roughness.

Kamb (1970) and Lfiboutry (1975) attempled t.o expand
thej-r theories to incfude nonl-inear rheological properties.
It sras only possible to reach this aim by the use of approxi-
rnation methods. The second invariant of the stress deviator
call-ed effective viscosity in t.he GIen type power 1aw depends

on the strain rate itseff, thus the stress distribution can-
not be determined dj-rectl-y, un]-ess \"rith iterative methods. To

avoid this complication Kamb assumes that for a given sliding
velocity and a given bed the pattern of local, motion and

strain rate are approximately the same for the l-inear and the
nonlinear case. The effective viscosity therefore depends

only on the distance from the ice-rock interface. Lliboutry
made another simptification. In his derivation the effective
viscosity is the same for all spectral components of the bed.
The component of the transition wavelenqth from the solution
of the finear probfem determines the vafue of Lhe effective
viscosity as a lower bound.
Both authors again found a t.ransition vravefengthi it is no

fonger constant, but dependent on roughness and stress dis-
tribution as a consequence of the variable effective viscosi-
ty. The sliding vefocity varies in the case of r^rhite rough-
ness (constant roughness independent of wavelength) with the
shear stress as Weertman r (1957) has proposed:

n+1
2-

T,.
_r)

If the short wavelenqths were absent, as in a case called by
Kamb "truncated white roughness" the sliding velocity is pro-
portiona.l- to the n-th power of the basaL shear stress:

n
D

tb

u-l)
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It makes sense to neglect the short waveLengths with regard
to the we1l-polished rock bumps beneath former glaciers.
Furr,hermore, the sinusoidal bed, which has only one wave-
fength, provldes an interesting case for comparison. In addi-
tion, it is assumed that the considered wavelength is much

qreater than the transition wavelength (l >> l*), so plastic
deformation domi-nates the sliding process. Starting with
Kamb's Eqs. (92) and (96) (Kamb, l9'10, p. 703) one cbtains
from the above simplificatj.ons a relativel-y simple expression
for the slidinq velocity:

The coefficient
originates fron
and corresponds

or vice versa

Eq. (C.5a) can

In the case of
merged in Nye's

r \nIr. I

l--il (c.sa)
tNi

n-1
2 2 2.--Tlr + r e r l

(2ß)

e is the base of naturaf logari-thm and N

Kamb's definition of the nonlinear flow law
1-o the more usual f.Low 1aw parameter A:

1

(2N) "

therefore be written

n-1
2 2 2---z-l1 + r e r I l. e ton (c.5b)

D

tb

I
-1nN : ;4..

4n

linear rheology where n=l Kambrs Eq. (C.5a)

Eq. (c.3a) :

IS

*b I-:--:32
lzll) r

L.- _t)

N

\^rhere the parameler N in the nonLinear flow 1aw is just equal
to the linear viscosity q, so the two theories are consis-
tent.
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Kamb tesl-ed his theory vrith eight wel-1-studied field
examples where both basal shear stress and slidj-ngr velocit.y
had been estimated from field mesurenents of e.g. surface
slope, velocity and from borehole measurements. From these
values the roughness needed for agreement wit-h the theory was

calculated and compared with the expected roughness from ob-
servations of the glacier forefiefd. The predicted values
were lower than the expected ones by a factor of 2 lo 4, par-
ticulary in the exampfes of relatively high sliding velocity
(un > 20 n/a) b/here creep dominat.es. From a different point
of view that means that for the actual observed bed roughness
a sliding velocity that is too slohr woufd result. A possibfe
explanation for this discrepancy woufd be ice-bed separation
leading to an effective smoothlng of the bed and therefore to
a larger sliding velocity.

How does Eindelengletscher, the exampfe considered
above, fit into Kamb's theory? From the numericaf values giv-
en befor^r (proposed by Iken and Bindschadler, 1986):

t. : I.2ll
N : O.92

l, - 20m
r = 0.05
n=3

bar (= t.2 x t05 Pa)

bur ull3(equivarent to A = 0.t6 bar-3a-11

foll-ows (Eq. C.5) a sliding velocity for the case of a sinus-
oi-dal bed:

tb : L1,4 m/a.

This is an intermediate vafue midway between the summer and

the winter sliding veloclty. Tn I9B2 the surface velocity in
the summer was about.0.5 m/d and in the winter about 0.3 m/d.
The extent of deformation is about 20 m/a, thus summer and

winter sllding vefocities of 160 m/a and 90 m/a respectively
are to be assumed. If one takes a roughness of 0.02, which is
a rather low value but neverthefess a reasonable one, regard-
ing the exposed former glacier bed in front of the tongue of
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Figure C.5 Former glacier bed of Findelengletscher. Small--
scale roughness in the centimeter range is absent,
Gfacier bed with well-polished rock bumps gives the
impression of being very smooth. Also visible via
chemical deposition is the extent of cavities.

Findelengletscher (Figure C.5), one obtains a sliding veloci-
LY 9r

'b = 3860 m/a (!)

which really is a tremendously high, unrealistic speed.

Thus it seems that in contta.y to the statement above, Eq,C.s
produces sliding velocities that are too large. It is not at
all easy to say under what sort of conditions the Kamb formu-
la for nonl-inear sliding over a sinusoidal bed is appropriate
and giwes reasonabl-e va]ues. There are several knotty ques-
tions involwed:

(1) Wavelengths of 10, 20 m are very large compared
to the transition wavelength which is tr^ro orders
of magnitude smaller (in the centimeter range).
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An idealized sinusoidal- bed has to be of about
double roughness compared to the roughness of
the actual bed topoqraphy. This doubling seems

necessary to account for the fact that the qfa-
cier bed consists of several different wave-
lengths and three-dimensional as well-. Refer to
Kamb (1970, p. 706, Tab1e 2) where the rouqhness
ca]-cuated from a bed with truncated white spec-
trum is about hal-f the roughness determined from
theory for a bed wj-th a single wave.length.
Therefore, if the observations sugqest a fow

roughness value of 0.02, it coul-d be appropriate
to choose for the cal-culation an intermediate
value of 0.05 to achieve agreement hlith field
measurements.

The dependence of the sliding velocity with the
n+t-th po$/er on the inverse roughness is doubt-
ful and should be reduced (Figure C.6). The num-

erator in Eq. (C.5) woufd be responsibl-e for the
reductlon, but j-s not sufficiently effective as
it is nearl-y independent of roughness.

The last point gives rj-se to an improvement rnade by Raymond

(1978). He proposed to take for the numerator in Eq. C.5 just
a dimensionless constant K to be determined by numericaf
methodes:

KN

-

k (ka) "''

(2\

(3)

/ \n
| 1r'l
ttt_tI tt .J

u.b

--n [...)nK ^ I bt
d;F+z-,r=--r ^ [nJ

/a- q^\

aff theories) Nye's

sinusoidaf bed num-

and caLculated the

For n = I and for ]ow roughness (as rn
formula (C.3) follows K = 1.
Raymond solved the sliding problem over a

erically usinq the finite el-ement method,
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o.o2 0.04 0.06 0.oB
+f

rough ness

Fiqure C.6 Dependence of the sliding velocity (cafculated
after Nye If969l and Kanb t19701) on the roughness
(constant wavelengith 1, : 20 n) for finear and non-
.Iinear viscous fl-ow l-aw (n = 3) . Normaf ized repre-
sentation:
(a): Linear stiQing vel-ocity normafized to the vafue

where r : 0.1
(b): Nonl-inear sliding velocity normafized to the

value where r = 0. l- shoüring the much stronger
dependence on the roughness than in the finear
viscous case.

(c) : Nonlinear sliding velocity normafized to the
finear value where r = 0.1, showinq the depend-
ence on the rouqhness compared to the linear
viscous case.
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const.ant K from the solution for the sllding velocity. Values
of K with n = 3 are in the range of 0.5.
Kamb's numerator in Eq.(C.5) is about equal to one, thus one

order of magnitude larger than Raymond's value. Hence sliding
velocities in the km-range are no fonger possible. The strong
dependence on the inverse roughness is dininshed due to Ray-
mondrs improvement. But the probfem is that the va.lue of K is
known only for a very few different comblnations of wave-
length and roughness.

However, the sophisticated derivation by Kamb pro-
vides the only possibility to get an idea of the effect. of
the nonl-inear rheology of ice. In the example of Findel-en-
gletscher the sliding velocity in the nonlinear case is about
ten times farger then the one calculated by the l-inear theory
of Nye, a fact that can be seen weIl in Figure C.6. Local
st.ress concentrations due to bed undulations cause a soften-
ing of the ice through the stress dependent effective visco-
sity and thus lead to Larger basaf sliding velocities.

Members of a nehr generation of inwestigators, Mor-
land (1976a) and Fowler (l-981), have reformulated the sliding
problem from a more mathematical point of vier^r. Morl,and's
derivation of the sliding velocity for linear rheology veri-
fies the sofution of Nye. In his theory the gravitational
force and therefore surface sfope d and qlacier thickness h

enter explicitly.
Again a simple solution for the sliding over a sinusoidaf bed

is presented (Morfand, 1,9J6a, ea. (92) ) :

2 - ?r.pgnsanüo+1

-2
n(l)r

tb

vrhere rrl = X/)ux. For rravelengths 1"

the transition wavel,ength i* (ttl >>

be simplified:

pgh sinc
n

l/k) much greater than
the above relation can

(=

1)

),*2
r

u.l)
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This differs from Nyers result (a factor 8o3) i., that it fol-
]ows from a different definition of the wavel-ength. Morland
furthermore presents a second order solution of the vel-ocity
and stress field for the case of a sinusoidal- bed. Hence he

developed a simple criterion for the onset of formation of
water filled cawities which wifl be studied thoroughly in the
next section.

Fowl-er introduces the idea of matched asymptotic ex-
pansions, a well known method in fluid dynamic boundary layer
theory. Thus the problem is split into the flow in a basal
boundary layer and the outer l-arqe scale or bulk glacial
flow, The so-ca11ed sliding law is therefore the boundary
condition of the outer flow at the smoothed bed and the sone-
what ill-defined terms basal shear stress and basal velocity
becane clear from this point of view. I11-defined because the
real boundary condition at the ice-rock interface is the per-
fect-sl-ip condition, thus the shear stress immediately at the
base equals zero. Fowfer formulates the sliding problern prop-
erly in nondimensional units. A priorl assumptions as smal-1

roughness and surface slope are not necessary. The regelation
process is neglected, since it is only important at the rnil-
Iimeter scafe as is shown by scaling arguments, However, to
sofve the whole system (stress and velocj-t.y field) for a non-
]inear ffow law and an arbitrary undulatinE bed proves to be
impossible. Nevertheless Fowler succeeds in derivinq the fot-
lowing dimensionfess forn of the sliding law:

r)

very similar to the ones already known. uO is the dimension-
less wefocity and C is a function of bed topography.

In contrast to Lliboutry (19'76) who argues that the Weertman

type sliding }aw can be obtaj-ned by a sirnple dimensional con-
sideration, since there would exist only four physically re-
levant constants: basaf velocity, basal shear stress/ viscos-
ity and a constant describing the regelation process, Fowler

u.o
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is conwj-nced that a further physical parameter, the gfacier
depth h, enters the slidinq 1aw. The thickness is essential
for matching the inner to the outer ffow and appears in the
dimensional form of the sliding law:

Cn
...-..--..-......'.T.n+l o

T

Untill noi^r a1l theories were based on the basal per-
fect-slip condition. As a matter of fact, friction exist.s at
t.he ice-rock interface mainly due to debris in the basal ice.
Friction oicurs at singte points where rock particles embedd-

ed in the ice and draqqed along are in contact with the bed.
But to get a treatable analysis one must assume that the mean

effect of the individual debris contacts can be described by
friction faws which apply continously over the bed surface.
There has to exist a tangential traction rf at the interface.
The boundary condition (B.5bb) is modified as follows:

t..n.m,1l 1 l

I
frn

The friction faw is hence a

tion (also cafled frictional
and another quantity like
friction) or, for exarnple a

t t̂

relation between tangential trac-
shear stress or frictional drag)

normal stress (known as Coulomb
power of the sliding velocity.

Morland (1976b) has studied the possibfe effects of
fricLion on the sliding over a sinusoidal bed assuming }inear
rheology for t!,/o different friction 1aws. The sofution he

constructed for the Coulomb faw of friction proved to be in-
val-id for all possibJ-e ranges of bed incl-ination o, since for
all va.lues of cr, extended cavity formation occurs due to ten-
sil-e normaf tractions at the base. The tangential traction
tf has to be smaffer than the mean downward component of the
gravity force, but is in the mathematical solution of the
same order of magnitude as the normal- stress. Morland con-
cfudes that the Coufomb frj-ction is only appl-icable if sig-
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nificant cavity formation takes p]ace.
The second friction lavr Morland considers is a velocity power
1aw producj-nq smaller sliding velocities than one would ex-
pect and a different stress distribution at the glacier bed.
The latter is important for the onset of bed separation.

Fow]er ( 1981) also has j.ncl"uded in his theory on

sliding over a wavy bed in the absence of cavity formation
the possibility of a non wanishinq tangential tractj.on. If
there is friction (t, > 0) the sliding law is:

(c. 6a)

where asterisks denote dimensionl-ess values, t1 = r-/r
II

The above equation can be wrj-tten in the form

I/n (c. 6b)

*
uL

tf-*a = Rtb

_ __1 l^
where R = C'"'is a measure of
impJ-ies that the shear stress T

the ice flor^' and the frictional
sumption of smal-1 rouhgness. Seen

means that in the presence of
shear stress is reduced:

the bedrock roughness; this
is additively dependent on

drag under the limiting as-
from another viewpoint this

friction the drivinq basal

l)
(t - t^\'t

and accordingly the basal sliding velocity:

C (t - r-)"' t' (c. 6c)

The above result is one of the basal assumptj-ons of
Hal-1et's (1981-) sliding theory. The principaf ain of Hallet
was the developrnent of a model- of bedrock abrasion by rock
fragments dragged aqainst the ice-rock interface. His general
nodel for linear ice rheology starts just from the assumption

l)



that the average
consists of two
drag (Figure C.7)
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shear stress at the
components: the ice

base t (due to grawity)
flow and the frictional

R u. + r.^bt (c.7)

The proportionality factor is a function of bedrock roughness
and ice viscosj-ty.

The second improvement of Halletrs theory lies in the sort of
friction he is postulating. In contrast to a wide-spread as-
sumption that friction depends on the normal- so-called ice
overburden pressure, hence primarly a function of the glacier
thickness, he adopts the results of an early theory on abra-
sion by Gilbert (f9f0) . Gilbert recognized that abrasion de-
pends on the basal sliding vel-ocity, the pressure exerted by
rock particles on the bed, the concentration of rock frag-
ments, the bed topography and the hardness of both the rock
fragments and the bedrock.
Ha]letrs qeneraf model writes as

Eq. (1) ) :

follows (Ha11et, 198L,

Erlun IcF (c.8)

where ( :

f'l :

p:

F:

coefficient of bed geometry
ice viscosity
coeffi-cient of friction
aeral concentration of rock particfes
contact force between rock fraqment and the bed
(proportional- to the ice velocity vr., norrnal to
the bed)

Halletrs model appears appropriate for glaciers brith rather
smalf concentrations (<15t in voLune) of rock fragments in
t.he basal layer. For gJ-aciers with a dominately debrj-s-con*
taining basaf layer a different approach for determing the
friction term in the sliding law would be required. For more
detaifs see Chapter D.
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There exist no results which indicate to what extent friction
of the Haffet type would slol^r dohrn the gl-acier sliding.
Hallet concentrates on the calcufation of abrasion rates.

The foreqoing represents the state of the art in
sliding theories without bed separation. For some years re-
search interest has been concentrated nainly on the subgla-
cial hydraufics and refated phenomena as formation of water-
fil-led cavities or particulary as surging glaciers.

SJ.iding with bed separationc.3

^al Subglacial water pressure

Fast glacier flow can be explained on the basis of
the sliding theorj-es presented above, at least insofar as

surface vel-ocities larger than the velocity due to internal
deformation fol1ow from slidinq motion at the ice,/rock inter-
face. In the sliding theories mentioned, the sliding velocity
uO is a function of the basal shear stress tO, a fixed value
for a giwen glacier geometry. Hence it is impossible to in-
terpret variations of the surface velocity. As a matter of
fact, there are changes, seasonal and diurnal, in glacier
ffow as many observationrs ill-ustrate (e.9. Ae11en and Iken,
r9191.

Increased welocity after heavy melting or rain suggests that
water at the base inffuences the sliding welocity. This oc-
curs mainl-y from surface mel-twater penetrating through the
qlacier to the bed, and not by neans of $rater originating
from geothermal heatinq or from the regelation process. At
the base the water flows partially delayed througrh a systen
of passage\üays, channels and connected cavities, forrning in
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the l-ee of bed undulations, to the terminus, where often only
one, or a few, large tunnels exist. Thus the v/ater pressure
P* in this complex subglacial hydraulic system can be chosen
as a further rel-evant variable in a reafistic slidj-ng 1aw.
Since the cavities are interconnected, the vrater pressure is
the same in a1l cavities, neglecting differences in altitude,
described by Lliboutry (\976) as interconnected hydraulic re-
gime.
However, the hydraulic system itself is warying, for instance
at the beginning of the melt season: the cavities are gror^r-

irg, passageways between cavities are forming, tunnels are
reopeninq. :Iken (1981) and Iken et aI. (1983) calculated and

observed that the sliding velocity is a maximum when the cav-
ities are growing. Probably both the water pressure and the
state of the subglacial hydraulic system influence the slid-
ing velocity.

Lliboutry (1958) was the first to point out that in
addition to the two processes, introduced by Vteertman (1957),
regelation and deformation, a third one, that is, flow with
cavitiy formation, should be considered.

Figure C.7 Cavity in an ice tunne] near the tongue of
Findelengrlet scher
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The compressj-ve stress pr.,(x,V) normal to the bed due
to gravity warj-es according to the varying geometry along the
qlacier bed. At l-ocations where pn becomes tensile, most
likeIy on the downstream side of rock bumps, the ice wilI
separate from the rock to form a cavj-ty. Irtherever the water
pressure P* is larger than the normaf stress pn water wilt
i-ntrude between ice and rock to form a r^rater-filled cavity.
There exist many observations of air and r^rater-fil-1ed caviti-
es (Figure C.7).
Hence the formation of water-fifled cavities depends on the
difference between pn and Pw. As soon as

P, > P.,(xry) (c.9)

the condition for cavities to form is given. To get a nore
handy relation the local varying stress pr.,(xry) is substitut-
ed by the pressure Po , the average normal stress pn (x, y) and
equa] to t.he weight per unit area of the ice. P is usually
called ice overburden pressure. A new parameter tan be given
by

(c.10)

where N is known in the literature as effective normal pres-
sure. The smafLer the effective pressure N, the more extended
is the bed separation.

Cavities in the l-ee of bedrock bumps reduce the
roughness and so increasp the slidJ-ng velocity. By introduc-
j,ng the effectiwe pressure N in the sliding fah' it seems to
be possible to explain vefocity ffuctuations.

C.3 .2 Cl-asslc theories

Lliboutry (1958,

effort studied in detaif
1,968 , L91 9, L981 a, b) has r^rith great
the problen of sliding with forma-
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tion of subgfacial- cavities. In 1968 he published a paper en-
titled "General theory of subglacial- cavitation and sliding
of temperate glaciers". Nearly twenty years .l-ater (1987a) he
wrote in the concl-usj.ons, p. 9I09, of the paper "ReaIistic,
yet simpfe bottom boundary conditions for glaciers and ice
sheets": "We have tried to expose clearly the main concepts
whj-ch have been successively introduced in sIj-ding theory ...
The most important ones are (1) a slidinq law holds for some

space scal-e onIy, and (2) for a given space scafe, the 1aw

inay be completely different according to the models which are
adopted for the microre]j-ef and for the subglacial hydrau-
1ics." In other words, a general- sliding law fiercely claimed
by modell-ers and by applied glaciologists is not yet in
sight. In the fol-fowinq section some steps in the development
indicated are pointed out.

In 1-958 Lliboutry found that the friction
process of flow with cavity formation varies as
result corrected ln 1"959 to uo-1/n+2. Assuming that
tion of the three processes contributing to sliding
tive a total friction results

due to the
tbra
the fric-
are addi-

1 --'1. = - '[ r NDZ

independent of the speed
is reduced to a simple
the ratio tblN qives the

of sliding ub. In this case sliding
Coufonb friction relation, in which
equivalent coefficj-ent of friction.

In 1979 he derived the foffowing general relation between Tb,
ub, and N :

T.
-o

kNf[N"l
IurJ

where k is a constant. For the case of a bed profile of ran-
dom bumps of simil-ar rather large wavelengths (compared to
the transition wavelength), he found:
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k- ,-r. 
I /t

tn

.n*6 
"b

ru. 1
^ I _btt I-t

l.p J

k^NF

k- r.lr)

. 2/n+1K^ U.

where F is a function of the properties of the bed profile,
and kr, k2, k3 are constants.

In Lli-boutry (1987a,b) the sliding problem is split for dif-
ferent length scales: a decirnetric scale corresponding to the
transition r4'avefength and usualfy included in the classic
theories, a decametric scale yielding sliding laws to be used
in mountain glacier modelling and thirdly, a kilometric scal-e
refevant for ice sheet model-J-ing. At the lnLermediate scale
for a gently undulatingr profile with rand.om roughness, an

asymptotic sliding faw can be given:

rb k4N
1_^

k- u.5b

where kn and k5 denote constants depending on the distribu-
tion of the bump heights and on typical bed and ice proper-
ties respectiwely. The asymptotic sliding applies in case of
extended bed separatj-on and therefore large slidinq velocity.
When no bed separation occurs a different slidinqr law,

u.
.o

not consistent wj-th the above one, is postulated. It is not
clear how the transj,tj-on between the two sliding laws operat-
es.

Fow.l-er (1986) reformulatdd the sliding with bed separation as
a Hilbert probJ.em and presented a solution for the particular
case of a periodic bedrock. The deduced sliding l-aw fcr ice
as linear vj-scous material can be written dimensionlessly in
the form

a.])
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whrere asterisks denote dimensionless variables. Given in
more detail-, the values are rb = rO/ lr), rO* = uO/ tuOJ and
p = r N/[r], where [t] and [uOJ are typica]- values for basal
velocity and shear stress and r is a sort of roughness.
The dimensionaf sfiding law is therefore

,b = iu'[p]

General-ized for a non-Newtoni-an flow 1aw

_ r",n)
r. = rNf ll-lb Iu. I\ b.,

a rel-ation strongly resembllng the one developed by LIj-boutry
(19'79). Thus Fow.ler partially reproduced Lliboutryrs results.

Fowlerrs basic result is that, for the sort of bedrock pro-
files studied, the sliding law j-s multi-valued as illustrated
by Hutter 11,9821 (Figure C.8). The surge behavior suggests

Figure C.8 Sliding velocity as a function of basal shear
stress (from Hutter 1982b) .

a) Regul-ar rtweertman-type" slidingr law
b) Sliding law with a range of basaf shear stress

for which the sliding velocity is multi-vaLued
c) For a critical value of the shear stress sliding

velocity grows fast.
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such a solution. Fowler nevertheless expects that for a qen-
eral bedrock profile a single-valued sfiding law would result
and that the surge phenomenon could be explained by the
different state of the subglacial hydraulic system, an as-
sumption based on recent results of the 1982-1"983 surge of
Variegated Gfacier (Kanb et al. 1985, Kamb 1987).

Fowler doubts whether the often used "generalized Weertman

law" of the form

"b
,-r. 

* 
NF

.o

3t-
kb

N

is approp.iat.e t.o describe fast sliding. However, the results
of an experimental study by Budd et al. (1979) and an analys-
is by Bindschadler (f983) support the above rel-ation. They
propose o = p = ]. tf-t.r.r" the stiding law can be given in the
popular form

u.
D

(c . 11)

The sliding law (Eq. C.11) is frequently used in ice sheet
nodels as shown in an overview by Bentley (1987).
Hence no sophj-sticated Iaw, but a very crude relation between
some of the relevant parameters, is used without any regard
for the recent development. The above re.Iation (C.1f) can
perhaps be matched with 'field data but has l-ess to do with
the physics down at the glacier base. The sllding taw de-
scribed is a simple ernpirj-ca1 refation bethreen stiding veloc-
ity and subglacial water pressure.

C.3.3 Sliding over a sinusoidal- bed

The sliding over a perfectl-y lubricated sinusoidal-
bed is a well--studied particular case of the slidingr problem
(e.9. Lliboutry, l-968). It is therefore worthwhil-e to focus
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on it more closely and devel-op some details such as separa-
tion and critical- pressure. In the section below only the
process of enhanced creep is considered; regel-ation is neg-
lected.

C.3.3.1 Stress distribution without bed separation

On a sinusoidal bed the stress distri-bution normal
to the bed is principially given by the vertical and horizon-
tal- force bal-ance (e.9. Raymond, 1980, eq.46a'46b). Here hor-
izontat means parallel, vertical means perpendicular to the
average bed slope (Figure C.3). The direction perpendicular
to the local- (oscillating) bed is considered "normal".
The pressure r"rhich the sliding ice mass exerts vertically on

the bed 1s on the averaqe equal to the ice overburden pres-
sure P = pgh coso, but due to the undulating bed, it is os-
cillating: Iarger than the ice owerburden pressure on the up-
stream faces of bed undu]ations and smafler on the downstream
faces. In the down-glacier direction the force balance re-
quires that the sum of components in x-direction of the nor-
mal- stress pn (x) is equivalent to the average shear stress
1 = pgh sina. In detail for a two-dimensional nodef (Figure
c.3)

I' ro

D=1
IL
I

J p- (x)
0"

(c.I2')

(c. r3)

In the
(r < 0.

above equations an approxlmation for small roughness
1) is afready included

sin p tan p
äYu (")
---?x

[a"o t"r']t_l\dx)



where p is the angle of
bed (see Figure C.3) and

Yb (x)

Since the normal stress
above it can be given as
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the local bed compared
y5 (x) describes the bed

, .2nx.a srn (-.N-)

pn (x) is undulating

to the mean

geometry

as mentioned

pn (x) : p + ap^""co" {S) (c.14)

assuming that the normal stress is varying with the same

wavelength as the glacier bed-
The two unknor^rns, p and Ap, can be determined by the balance
conditions (Eq. C.12 and C,13)

where p is a constant and Äp (x)

It is reasonable to choose the
normal stress:

Ap (x)

a fluctuating contributj,on.
following expression for the

(C. l-3a)

1
'T

rX ^ äv. (x)
J ap-^.. cos (zT*) '3" o" (c.L2al

0 'max L

rL

i.J tp + ap(x)l
0

Usually it is cacitly assumed that

and with

r)"

P : I J oa*o Ao '

laro r"r ]'(---2" J

[ato t"l I 
2

t-t
Ldx)
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it follows that the constant contribution is equal to the ice
overburden pressure

P

The usual assumption as given above is only valid for smal-l
roughness. The integraf in Eq. (C.13a) can be solved numeric-
al1y, which was done for the special case of a sinusoidal bed
profife with )" = 2n and different values of the wave

amplitude to

1.0

lpi

1

l

0.5 0 0.04 0.08 o.12

-r

roughness

0.16

Eigure C.9 Constant contribution [p] to the ffuctuating
normal stress pr] in dependence on the rouqhness r.
For r < 0.01, p - Po follows. [p] is dimensionless
and normafized Ip] = p/Po

take into account different roughness. The result for a quar-
her of a rravelengt.h varies between fi/2 a].rd I for an amplitude
range of 0 < a < 1. Fiqure C.9 shows that the assumption
p = Po is justified for a roughness r < 0.1 (the dewiation is
in this case fess than about 108).
The balance condition paraflel to the mean bed slope requires

2na 1l' 2 .2trx.a = _:; aD J cos (__f,_) dx
xz 'max 

0
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The integral expression is equal

^D' max

Thus finally the l-ocal- normal
the bed can be expressed (for

?"/2 and thereforeto

= )tr
aß

(c. r4)

stress whi-ch the ice exerts
sma11 roughness only) as

Pr', (x) .2nx.cos (-T-) (c.15)

c.3.3.2 B:d separation: separation and critical presEur€

For large values of the fluctuatj-ng contributj-on to
the normal stress

AD'max

the normal stress becomes tensile, that means the ice wil]
separate from the glacier bed without any effect of basaf wa-

ter: an air-fi1l-ed cavity is formj-ng unl-ess water exists at
the base. The condition for tensile stresses at the bed is

tan d Lr

slope and r (= a/)t) the roughness.
deduced considerinq that

tan cr,

If the normal stress is compressive everywhere, bed
separation takes place only at a sufficiently large subgla-
cj-aL viater pressure. If the water pressure reaches the mini-
mum normal stress bed separation starts and water-fi1led cav-
ities form. The so-cal-]ed separation pressure P" is weff
establ-ished and has been introduced in the cfassic sliding
theories (Llj-boutry 1958, Nye 1969, Kamb 1,910 ' Morl,and
L916a). The separation condition can be given as

- ),r
o d,tr

$/here c' is the mean bed
The above relation can be
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= P -)"r
oäß

(c. 16)
w

orriithT=P tand
0

P
S

The water pressure at which the sliding ice mass at-
tains the state of unstabl-e motion 1s called critical pres-
sure Pc. It is welf-knoltn that usually the critical pressure
is betow the ice owerburden pressure. Therefore, it is prob-
ably preferable to introduce the critical- pressure rather
than the effective one in a possibfe sliding law. A deriwa-
tion is presented by Iken (198f) and Iken and Bindschad]er
(1986) regarding an ice mass resting on a rectangular stepped
bed profile, In this special case the critical pressure cor-
responds to the force moving the ice mass upward along the
stoss faces with accel-eratinq vefocity. Detaifs are given in
Section D. rndependent of the sort of bed profile t.he criti-
ca] pressure can be written as (Iken' 1981)

P c
(c.1?)

where in the above P: the overburden pressure, T: the basal
shear stress and p: the angle which the stoss faces make with
the mean downstream s1ope.

For the special base of a sinusoidal bed, the steep-
est tanqent of the stoss face is

(tan F)*^"

and thus

(C. 17a)

-t
o ltl

_t=y oCanP

2na-x-

Lr,
7ßa

r
zfü
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This means in general that the critical pressure is always
halfway between the ice overburden and the separation pres-
sure

[t*]t'o

l ,n" + P")

tp"l

Ir"]

1.0

_ [*]
slope

of dimensionless, norma]ized critical
= P"/Po on dj-rnensionless slope parame-

o
f,
q,
o
o
!
o-
L
o
o
3

0
0

Figure C.10 Dependence
pressure IP.)
ter [o] .

Figure C.10 shornrs that on a horizontal bed the glacier is
afloat only if the water pressure exceeds the ice overburden
pressure: Ps = P" = Po

In Figure C.10 a measure for roughness and averaqe bed slope
is introduced defined as' fofl-ohrs

tsl

The critical pressure waries as roughness and inwersely as

bed slope. One can easily see that for a very smooth, per-
fectly lubricated glacier bed only a smafl amount of r/ater
pressure is necessary to initiate the acceferating motion, an

effect even enlarged for increasing slope, In other words, as
one would expect a qlacier is most stable on a gentle and
rough slope.

Lan cl
'TEan BT' ' 'max

tan 0-ziv-
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C.3.3.3 Bed separation: stleEE distribution

and cavity lengtb

If the water pressure exceeds the mj-nirnun normal-

stress the ice exerts on the bed, the ice separates from the
bed and water-f.illed cawities will form. This happens in the
1ee of bed undufations. The stress distribution (EQ. c.15)
which determines the bed separation is changed itself by the
bed separation. Hence, the formation of water-filled cavities
is dist.j-nctly a dynarnic process. The subsequent balance
considerations describe only a singular transient state and

can help to undersLand the' process of bed separation, but
cannot fully describe the dynamj-cs.

It is assumed that a cavity forms symmetricaffy
around the infl-exion point (x = L/2) on the lee side of a

rock bump. The lenqth of the separated zone is 21 (see Figure
c.11). The bed separation is described by the bed separation
parameter s : 2I/?v. To determine the stress distribution aft-
er the separation and to give the cavity length at a certain
water pressure, r^re make the assumption that the force ba]ance
para1Ie1 and perpendicular to the mean bed sJ-ope has to be

futfilled. Otherwise an accelerating force wouLd arise, which
is not a1lowed, since qlaciers move with constant velocity
(at constant water pressure) even when the ice is partly
separated from the bed. The movement becomes unstable only if
the water pressure exceeds the critical pressure.

The stress distribution along one wavelength of the sj-nusoid-
a1 bed can be given as follows:

Pi (x)

or (x)

The continuity at

p, + ap,cos12f*) for tx"-2+L<*r2-I
(c. 18 )

l,
z-r<xfor , |*tw

the end of the cavity requires

p' + 
^p'.o"t{t} 

* rll
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Po

PW

o's

Figure C.LL Bed geometry and stress distribution before
(Pr., (x) ) and after (ni (x) ) bed separation

Hence the constant contribution p' is

p' oo * ao'cos t$1

Po

D

P^

and thus

Pi (x)

This expression
ceases (1 = 0, P

= P, * Äp'fcos 1]l *

i

reduces to equation C,

= P = P - Ap_-_--) .1^r S o 'max

cos {2fi"1 1 (c.19)

L5 when bed separation

The amplitude of the fluctuatinq contribution can be deter-
mined considering the force bafance. rn y-direction the mean

stress perpendicular to the bed has to be equal to the ice
overburden pressure P As the stress distribution is symmet-

rical to the inftexiän point in the 1ee of the bed undula-
tion, onl-y half a wavelength is considered.

Pn'{x)

pn {x}

______.1___\-/---l-
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rL/ 2+r

=)pdx
L/2 w

= P r. * J'1, +w 712a1\ w

=P*+aP'

o' (x) dx

^pr 
Icos {211)*"o" t?ff1 r]a*

= Jtol (x) dx
L/2 rr

,L*)
1"/2+r

,1
'1E sin ns + cos ns (1 - s)l

apt n(1 - s) cos fis + sin ßS

The stress distribution is not yet determined, since we do

not knornr the bed separation parameter s, nor the water pres-
sure P To find a refation between these two variables the

w
force bal-ance in x-direction (parallel to the mean bed) is
considered. The sum of the stress components in x-direction
has to be equaf to the driving shear stress:

r(P - P )
\d

= iOO'[cos rs sin ns + r(1 - s)]

(c.2 0 )

(c.2I')

)'/r2-+ r äy-
rlu = J le.. * ap'1.o"t2lrl+cos{21*) tJ }*b a"

-L/2+r \ w

äv.
OX

ctx

7t/-2-I
+' J ,

-l\/ 2+L w

It follows that

In Equation C.21 the water pressure no longer appears. So Ap'
can be given by choosing a vaLue of the bed separation param-

eter s. Together hrith Equation C.20 the corresponding water
pressure can be calcul-ated. Hence' by combining Equations
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C.20 and C.21 one gets a functionaf relationship between the
subglacial water pressure and the bed separation

P -,tr.'la
.san fis + fi(1 - s)cos t? 2t\

lIs cos trs

or otherwise

At the separation pressure [Fw] = 0,

fF 1 = 0.5 and the ice overburden-w'
tF I = 1 with tF--l it fo11ows that' w- ' hr

sin ns cos trs + ,r (L - s)rr(P-P) w' srn tES + tr -S cos tts

In order to make the expression independent of the geometry

new dimensionless \'rater pressure IF*) is introduced

IPr] ^D-(P-P)'max w
P -Pws . (c.23)

oS

at the criticaf pressure
pressure corresponds to

Äo'max

PoPcors
1.O

0.5

0L
0

Fi-gure C.12 Bed separation as a function of the subglacial
water pressure for a sinusoidaf bed: (a) without
friction, (b) with sandpaper friction (p = 0.1, Eg.

D-221. Broken l-ine indicates erroneous sol-ution, if
t.he force bal-ance in y-direction al-one is consider-
ed-

s

lF*l
1.O0.5

(a)

(o)



Fiqure C.12 shorrs the bed separation as a function of the
subglacial brater pressure assuming that the force bafance in
y-direcLion over lhe cavity length is the same as without bed
separation (a condition which holds for smalf cavities only) .

In contrast to the theories of Ll-iboutry (1968), Fowler
(1986) and Kamb (1987), the crj-tical pressure where the ice
is practically fulIy separated from the bed is the cruciaf
variable.
Negfecting the force bafance in x-direction leads to a much

smaffer bed separation, indicated in Figure C.12 by a broken
fine. In that case/ at the critical pressure the bed separa-
tion parameter is not s = l- but s = 0.6 and reaches s = l- at
the ice overburden pressure. This misunderstanding gj-ves rise
to an overrating of the effectj-ve pressure N which in our
opinion should not appear in a reafistic sliding J-aw.

Eriction bettreen the basaf ice and the bed can be

introduced 1n Equation C.22, assuming that friction can be

seen as a reduction of the driving shear stress. The effect
on the bed separation is shown in Figure C.12 (line (b)) by
an example r^rhere the friction coefficient is p = 0.03, calcu-
fated by substituting I in Equation C.22 with. the effective
basaf shear stress Tb = t - tf :

tF-l 1-
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sin ns + tr(l - s)cos ßs

r, - 1-: nr (P - P')Iow
sin ns cos ßs + fi(L - s) (c.24\

Here it has been neglecte'd that the friction slightly changes
the stress distribution. Further details on friction follow
in the next chapter.
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Possible slidinq 1al4r

In the sliding law grenerally used (8q.C.11) r t.he

s.l-iding velocity varies as the inverse effective pressure.
For constant shear stress the slidinq velocity tends to in-
finity if the hrater pressure reaches the ice overburden pres-
sure. Most glacj-ers attain this state of accelerated motion
not at a well-defined value such as the ice overburden pres-
sure. Some never become instabfe, probably since the glacier
bed offers too much drag or a high water pressure cannot
build up. From the theoretical treatment of the sliding over
a sinusoiäaf bed it seems clear that one of the pertinent
variables to introduce in a sJ-iding Law is the critical pres-
sure, more exactly the difference between the acting water
pressure and the critical pressure. Also the separation pres-
sure as a point where the sliding velocity is increasing due

to cavity formation should appear in a realistic global bot-
tom boundary condition. Unfortunately it is not possibJ.e to
giwe a general relation for all possible walues of the water
pressure, particulary for the sliding $rithout bed separation
(P* = 0). The expression proposed below are intended to give
an idea how a possible sliding law could look

for

and for sliding with bed. separation

<P

r tnIt. ItDt-lr-----=-t-l ror
lcw)

>P

tbtb

Iur) (c.2s)

Such a functional relationship could describe the results of
the extended $rater pressure and surface velocity measurements
at Flndelengl-etscher (Iken and Bindschadler, L986) , however
only in a quaLitative sense.
From the cafcufation of the critical pressure for the case of
Findelengletscher foflows a rnuch too smal-1 value compared to
the measured water pressure va.Iues. The glacier should be at
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the most in a state of unstabLe motion, what is actuaLLy not
the case. Thus, with the above theory a too low vaLue for the
criticaf pressure resul-ts. Probably friction at the base be-
tween rock particles embedded in the ice and the rock bed
giwes rise to a higher value of the critical pressure. This
aspect of the probfem is examj.ned more closel-y in Chapter D.
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Chapter D

FRICTION

D.1 Introduction

A glacier does not slide frictionlessly ower its bed
as assumed in most of the theoretical work (Weertman, 1957,

Lliboutry 1968, Nye L969, L970, Kamb L970, Morland !976a,
Fowler 1981) . This fact is obvious and can be seen via erosi-
ve patterns such as grooves and striaes on ruck bumps in the
forefield of gfaciers (Figure D.1).

Basal ice greneräJ-Iy contains debris in varying con-
centrations and sizes. When a glacier is sliding ower a bed
of rigid or deformable substrata, there is some rock-to-rock
friction slowj"ng down the sliding motion. The result of t.his
rubbing contact is abrasionaf wear with production of wear
debris. The most important factors for abrasion are the hard-
ness of both the rocks held j-n the ice and the bedrock, the
re]ative velocity between rock particle and bed (not a priori
equal to the sliding velocity) and the contact force by which
the clast is pressed aqainst the bed (Drewry, 1986).
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Figure D.1 Grooves on a rock bump near the front of
Lirunerngletscher (Glarnese Alps) .

There have been seweral attempts to describe this phenomena

and there are quite different friction laws (Lliboutry 1979,

Morland 1976b, Reynaud 1973, Boulton 1-974, Hal]et 1'9'791 .

A dynamic frict.ion la$r connects a friction force aI-
ways opposite to the direction of motion, to any characteris-
tic properties of the bodies inwofved. Thus there ls a fun-
damental difference between sliding and friction 1a!,rs. In
that sense the so-calIed golid friction law (Liboutry, 1"968)

is a possibJ-e sliding 1aw.

Genera.Ily, the science of interacting surfaces in
relative motion is called tribofogy (Szeri, 1987); j-n a more

modern sense it can be defined as the study of frj-ction, wear

and l-ubrication. Even earJ-y theories of friction brere based

on the fact that practically alf surfaces are rough on the
microscopic scale. The experimental "faws" governing fric-
tion, namely (1) friction is proportional- to the normal- foad'
and (2) friction is independent of the apparent area of con-

tact, r^rere first established by da Vinci, rediscovered by
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Amontons and improved upon by Coulomb. Bovrden and Tabor
(1.964) devefoped the adhesion theory by which the above-men-

tioned laws of friction can easily be explained. They propos-
ed that friction is the force required to overcone wel-ded

junctions formed bet!,reen solids as a resuft of thej-r molecul-
ar interactions.
There exists no uniform theory of friction. A lot of findings
seem to be preliminary and extremely dependent on the actuaf
cj-rcumstances in play. This makes it difficult to treat ques-

tions of friction without the knort-how of an expert.

D.2 Cou]'omb friction

Coufonb friction is the nost popular friction theo-
ry, including the above-rnentioned experimental laws.
Coulomb friction is for the most part solid-solid friction.
In the case of a glacier, this would mean that ice is a rigid
body resting on a rigid rock bed. There is no motj-on at the
sllding interface except if the shear stress due to the
weight driving the sliding mass is great enough to overcome

the frictional draq (Figure D.2) .

Figure D.2 Rigid body on a
a qlacier. Fp and FN

paral1e1 and normal
or friction force.

slope, first primitive nodel of
are components of the weight V'I

to the s1ope. Ff denotes sliding
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To initiate the sliding motion a force at least as
large as the friction force Fr, but of opposite direction

Ff= ["Ftt

is required, where F" r coefficient
Frr, normal force, component of the
sliding interface.
Once sl-iding conrmences, the force to maintain the motion is a

bit smaller than Ff because F" is replaced by [r4: the coeffi-
cient of dynamic friction (FO < F") .

Regarding the glacier as a uniform slab on an inclined plane
(angle o) the notion starts if:

l1"<tancr'

In the following the friction coefficient is just called p.

Hor^rever, in the above case there is no deformation
in the glacier considered to be an absolutly rigid material.

(D. 1)

of static friction and
weight W normal to the

Figure D.3 Rigid body with
contact at a lirnited

rough sliding interface only
number of asperities.

1n
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A rigid body with a rough surface is not entirel-y in
contact with the bed, but is so only at a limited number of
asperities, The real contact area Ar is much smaller than the
apparent area Aa of contact (Figure D.3).
At the asperities high stress concentrations will occur in-
creasing with increasing 1oad. This leads to deforrnation of
the asperities until the contact areas are Large enough to
support the foad. There seems to exist a typj-cal size of
contact area for a certain !^ieight (Bowden and Tabor, 19641.
Let Pn be the pressure the asperities can support and Ar the
real contact area, that is the sum of the areas of individual
asperity contacts, then

w

r
PAoa-T-r

P
o

f---:- (D.21

where 1 - s is the proportion of rea.l- contact area on the to-
tal areä defined as:

l-s
A r
A

and Po is the pressure on the apparent area due to the weight
of the body (in glaciology usually cal-led ice overburden
pressure) defined as

w-T
a

In the case whepe there are water-fil-1ed cavities
with water pressure Prr the norna.] pressure at the contact
areas gets smaller, because some of the weight of the body is
balanced by the r^rater pressure Pw expressed as height hw of
water column in a boreho]e. So

Arpigh + (Aa A.) (pr9h-p*9h*)
P n

P n

APr

r

+ (A -A)(P'ar - P.-)
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where pi and pw: density of ice and water
wit.h the effective pressure N = po - prd the
at the asperities is

P -P
9 t+p
1-S

respectively and
normal pressure

(D.3)

If the real contact area is very sna11 compared to the appa-
rent contact area (i.d. s >> 0) the water pressure p* in
(D.3) can be neglected:

As long as the water pressure P, is not equal to the ice
overburden pressure P there are some smal-l contact areas. A

continuous water fil"m exists only if the water pressure
equals the overburden pressure. Then the ice mass considered
as a rigid body is afloat and moving in an unstable way. As
we know, in a real glacier this stage of accelerated motion
is already reached at a lower water pressure than the ice
overburden pressure, un]ess some stoss faces of the undulat-
ing bed are vertical-.

Although there is no continuous water fitm, usually
the true pressure Pn at the asperities is not considered but

an average pressure Pr., referring to the total area Aa:

_N--TrwI-sl.tPn

_N
PznI-s

PA
- nr
NA

a
(r\ * nr) +

1A
=N+Pr hrA

a

n

If the real contact area
totaf area A , the seconda'

P(1 -s)h/

A. is very sma1l compared to the
term can be neglected:

p-
n

(P -P)'ow
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and the friction law can simply be written as:

r'f FNAa" (D.4)

Again there is only a sliding motion if the frictional force
is smaller than the dortrnhil-l- component of the weigrht:

pN pgh sino

It follows assuming t = P^tano

' P^tano
? - ---T-

tano
T - TP_T'w-

where brackets denote a dimensionless
Without a subglacj-a1 water pressure
usuaf balance condi-tion

value:lPl=P/P- O- t^r O

P one arrives at the

tan o

Figure D.4 shows that for an intermediate va]ue of the fric-
tion coefficj-ent (F = 0.6) and a mean bed slope of 5.70 (tand
= 0.1) a sliding moti-on is only possibfe if the water pres-
sure j-s at least 80t of the ice overburden pressure. Consid-
ering a larger friction coefficient and a smafLer basal shear
stress (due to the friction from the va.lley walls) the slid-
ing would be impossiblel under most condj-tions, except the
very extraordinary case r{hen the vrater pressure reaches the
ice owerburden pressure.

Yet in the above situation friction between rigid
bodies is considered and thus there is no deformation in the
basal ice. A glacier is certainly a sort of viscous body and

therefore the Coulomb friction seems not to be appropriate.
Coulonb friction is usually not used in the strict

sense of frictlon between rigid bodies as described above. In



Sliding

No Sliding

- 'l 1 -

lP*l

1.0

0.8

0.5

.o 0.1 0.2

Figure D.4 Coulomb friction: Dependence of sliding on water
pressure [P*] = PwlPo and friction coefficient p.
Three cases are consi-dered with different mean bed
sl-opes: tancr = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2. Above a line, sliding
(for a griven mean bed slope) is possibler since P,
is large enough or p is small enough.

some of the literature (e.9. Reynaud, 1973) it is just the
basal boundary condition in the sliding process which de-
scribes the interaction betbreen the moving ice mass and the
glacier bed,

The reason for this complication is the nature of
the basal ice. Basaf ice consists of two different materials:
rigid rocks and deformable ice. The choj-ce of the friction
law should reasonably depgnd on the sort of ice-rock mixture.
The more rock debris there is in the ice, the stj.ffer the ba-
sal ice layer, which can be adequately described by a sort of
Coulomb friction fa\d. On the other hand, if there are fewer
rock particl-es which are not in contact, a friction law such
as Hal-let (19?9) proposed seems appropriate. Accordingty, in
the fol-l-owing section a distinction is nade between so-called
sandpaper friction and Hallet friction.

0
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D.3

D.3. L

Sandpaper friction

Basic concepts

The concept that will be referred to as sandpaper

friction is based orr a two layer model consisting of a thin
sediment layer poor in ice and a huge layer of more or less
cl-ean ice. rn the sediment layer the rock particl-es are close
together; the ice can no longer flow around them and is simp-
1y the glue holdi-ng the clasts together. yet due to the ice
the basal- layer is deformable. Between the rock particles in
the layer and the rockbed there is Coufomb friction. Hence

the basal layer rubs over the bedrock l1ke a piece of sandpa-
per (Figure D.5). The difference between sandpaper and Cou-

lomb friction is that the ice rnass is really everywhere in
contact lrith the bed, since the basal layer is deformable and

adapts to the contours of the bed. The prinicipal difference
witl- becone visible and decisive if a subglacial water pres-
sure is in operation. rn that case Coulonb friction is simply
proportional to the effective pressure N (eq. D.4) since the
water pressure has access everywhere through the scratches

Figure D.5 Sandpaper friction, two layer model

basäl debris layer

Pn (x)

water filled
cavities
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between the two rigid bodies r{rith rough surfaces. In contrast
to the sandpaper friction, the water pressure can only act
where the ice mass (including the basal layer) is separated
from the bed.

D.3.2 Friction without bed separation

The force pressing the clast to the bed is the sum

of the buoyant weight of the clast and the weight of the
overlaying ice column (Boulton I974') . Disregarding the influ-
ence of the buoyant weight of the rock particles, the fric-
tional force f, is

Ff = lrPnAa (D.5)

where P_ is the normal- force per square unit or the mean nor-n
mal pressure. The normal stress prr(x) varies along the sli-
ding interface (see Section C.3.3.1):

Pr., (x) = P" + ÄP (x) (D. 6)

and ifwhere
there

pgd coso) is the ice overburden pressure,
bed separation the mean pressure is

P(=
is no

n

The frictional drag
tion,

= PJx) = Po

ta is, as in the case of Coulornb fric-

If - lrPo (D. 6)

and the sliding velocity ub (assuming a Weertman-type sliding
law) (Weertman, 1957) is decreasinq according to the reduc-
tion of the basal shear stress rb

3 .3ub - Tb - \r-If), (D.8)
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the driving shear stress
drag tf.

t is used to

(D. 9)

D.3.3

D.3.3.1

Sandpaper friction with bed seParation

Frictional drag

when cavities in the lee of bed undulations are for-

rning, the ,contact area for friction gets smaller and there-

fore the frictional drag is reduced' With regard to an arbl-

trary bed geometry, let Ac be the area $there cavities exist

and s is the portion compared to the lthoLe sliding interface

A^,

A"
s=_E_

a

The remaining area Ar, the real contact area' where friction

occurs is:

A =A -A---rac

The frictional force F- is:
T

((
F- = p JJ p-(x) dAtA

r

The abowe double integral is in the case of bed separation no

longer equal to the product of the ice overburden Pressure Po

and the glacier bed area Aa. The locaf normal pressure pn(x)

isgreaterofamount^Pontheupstreamsideofrockbumps
where friction still is active than on the downstream side'

The frictionaf force Ff is therefore not reduced proportion-

ate to the decrease of the contact area A.r but a bit fess:

Ff = lr (Po + 
^P) 

Ar

(1 - s) Aa
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p(P.+^P) (1 -s) Aa

PAwc

PsAwa

("0 + 
^P) 

Ar

("0 + AP) (l- - s)Aa

(D.10)

From the balance condition (normal- to the sliding interface) :

PA
oä

PA
oä

one gets

AP Pr) (D.11)

and therefore

r'f p (P" - sP*) A" r (D. L2 )

and the frictional drag, rel-ated to the whole gl-acier bed
area, j-s

Nf lr (Po - sPw) (D. l-2a)

The frictional drag gets smaller if \^rater pressure is in op-
eration, but is not, as usually assumed, proportionate to the
effective pressure N, The friction is not reduced as a conse-
quence of a smaller effective pressure, but as a result of
the smaller contact area. On the area without separation
still in contact with the. bed, the friction ls about the same

as before for small- bed separation. OnLy in the case of ex-
tended separation do very large stress concentrations exist
on the upstream side of a rock bunp. For small values of s
the reduced friction area is not compensated for by a surplus
of the norma] stress, and hence it foLlows

rf p(P sP)
l.t

Using the effective pressure N leads to an inadequate fric-
tional drag. The friction is not linearly (proportionate to
the effective pressure) reduced with increasing water pres-

T-(P

pN
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trrl

water pressure

Fi.gure D.6 Comparison of the dependence of Coulomb (a) and

sandpaper (b) friction on the subglacial water pres-
sure, normalized to P* = 0 and s = 0 respectively.
onl-y the interval- betrdeen separation and criticaL
pressure, in case of friction: P! and Pl, is shown.

sure, but more slowly. At the critical pressure the above

drag terms for sandpaper and Coulornb friction respectiveLy
are identicaf (Figure D.6).

D.3.3.2 Separation and oritical presEure

Friction along fhe sJ-iding interface causes higher
limitj-ng values for both the separation and the critical
pressure. In the special case of a sinusoidal bed' the sepa-
ration and the critical pressure can be given as (Iken, L981-;

see also chapter C) :

c
.9
o'-

PS Pc

Pw

P=PSo
T

ßr

a
z R.r =P

(D.13)

(D.14)
and

respectively.
" 

- täi--E

(a)

(n)
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First of all, the influence of friction on the critical pres-
sure will be studied. In the case of friction, an additional
force j-s required to move the ice mass upward along the
steepest tangent of the undulating glacier bed, In the fol-
lowing deriwatj-on a water pressure value near to the critical
pressure is considered where the friction is restricted to a

smal] area around the inflexion point. Until now the projec-
tion of the contact and the separation area on the nean sl-ope
was considered. This approximation is justified for small
roughness. Yet near the critical pressure the difference
between local bed slope (P) and mean slope (o) is targest.
The real contact är€är Aar is therefore

A : (1-s) r--c - cosF^

Now accordingly, the force balance
tanqent j-s considered

ei l, sinP = Pc I sinp +

and hence the critical pressure in

paral]el- to the steepest

PP;#+T
case of friction is

Prc
D r (L-s)
- n öö3F--sf nF

(D.15)

where apostrophes denote val-ues in the case of friction.
The pressure distribution'at the bed is changed by the fric-
tion. P;, the pressure the ice exerts on the bed, can be eva-
Luated considering the force bal-ance in y-direction

s Ptw

and hence

P - s Pr.w
(1-s) [1-ptanp]

Inserting in Eq. (D.15) it fol-Iows that

Prn

e; uäls' coso - p P; rr-sr ${$

(D.16)
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Dr = D , P (Po - sPv.)
.c _rc_@

Again for sma1l roughness, we nake the following assumptions
for the trigonometric expressions: sinp = tanp and cosp - l.
The critical pressure in the case of friction can be giwen in
sirnplified form as

Dr : D r tlP; : t" + 
==;-a 

te

Int.roducing the frictional drag Tf =

it becomes obvious that friction can
of the driving shear stress

" 
- sPr) (D.17)

!t(Po - sP*) (Eq' D.12),
be seen as a reduction

(D.17a)

for a si-
pressure

expressed

(D. t ?b)

P1 = P * -tf,, = P -",- l.tcctanpotanF

At the critical pressure s = 1 can be assumed, and
nusoidal- bed tanp -- 2na/?r, such that the critical
including the effect of friction can explicitly be
as

P+ P
t_c2Lro

l+

Assuning that the friction shoufd have the same effect on the
separatj-on as on the critical pressure it. foltows that

Pl=P1=(D.rs)Sollr

Before the ice separates'from the bed (s = 0) the frictional_
drag is r. = FP and hence

!o

P: = P- I P= P . (D.1Ba)s s lt r -o

The derivation, based on an argument by analogy, of the sepa-
ration pressure including the effect of friction, can be ver-
ified with the hel-p of the fornula for the bed separation,
depending on the subglacial $rater pressure (Eq. C.24). In-
serting the expression for the frictional drag and evaluatingr

p
Zftr-

p
zni
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the two extreme cases hrhere s = 0 and s = 1 respectively, the
Equations D.l-8a and D.17b resul-t.

Figure D.? contains a surprising result: since the
frictional drag 1-s reduced by increasing water pressure, the
effect of friction on the separation pressure is much more
pronounced than on the critical pressure. Thus the separation
pressure exceeds the critical pressure for already small vaI-
ues of the friction coefficient. In the example considered
(Figure D.7) of a sinusoidal bed with rather large roughness
r = 0.16, this is the case for p = 0.2 (for smal}er roughness
values e.9., r = 0.05, the separation pressure is equal to the
critical pressure at a friction coefficient p = 0.06). This
means for l-arger walues of the friction coefficient the slid-
ing motion of an ice mass is constant (probably equal to ze-
ro) r independent of the water pressure, unl-ess the critical
pressure is exceeded. In that case the gfacier switches to
the state of unstable motlon (see Flgure D.8, line (c)).

[F*] 
t o Po

oL
f
o
(t,
c)
L
o-
L
o
o
3

f riction coef f icient

Figure D.? Dependence of separatlon Ie!J and crltlcal pres-
sure [Pl] on the friction coefficient F in the case
of sandpaper friction.
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Influence on the sliding motion

We again assume that the friction leads to a reduc-
tion of the driving shear stress. The resultant effective
shear stress is called basaL shear stress aL = r - rf.
Accordingly the proposed functional relationship between sub-
glacial !'rater pressure and (dimensionless) sliding vel-ocity
(Eq. C.25) (for Plr > P!) is modified

(D.24)

ub

U;

,water 
pressure

Figure D.8 FunctionaL relationship between the $Iater pres-
sure and the sliding vel-ocity without (a) and with
sandpaper friction (b), (c) (values with apostro-
phes) . Line (c) reflects the feature that for large
friction the separation pressure can exceed the cri-
tical- pressure. Thus as l-ong as the water pressure
is below the critical pressure the sliding motion is
uniform. At the critical- pressure the ice mass

switches at once to the state of unstab]e motion.
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Figure D,8 shows qual-itatlvely the effect of sandpaper fric-
tion on the sl-iding motion. Line (a) gives the relation for
debris-free ice; l-j-nes (b) and (c) indicate a possible rela-
tion between subglacial water pressure and sliding velocity
for debris-rich basal ice. In case (b) the separation pres-
sure is bel-ow the critical pressure. Line (c) il-l-ustrates the
aforementioned "stick-s1ip" motion for large val-ues of the
friction coefficient.

D.4 Hallet fric:ion

when the basa] debris is rather sparse (< l-5 * per
vol-ume) the contact force F pressing the rock particles to
the bed no longer depends on the ice overburden pressure. Ac-
cording to Hallet (L979, 1981-), the contact force F is pro-
portj-ona1 to the ice velocity wr., normal to the bed. Friction
onl-y occurs on surfaces along which ice converges with the
bed, which correspond to positive values of vn. On the lee
side of bumps vn is negative, and hence there is no friction.

If again it is assumed that the driving shear stress
is partly used for deforrnationaf motion and partl-y for over-
coming the frictional- drag, the sliding velocity uO is (ac-
cording to a 1inear sliding law) :

u.:C(rb. "fl

where
.C)

v

tra

basal sliding velocity
constant describing bedrock
viscos j-ty
average shear stress at the
frictional- drag

(D.25)

roughness and ice

base (due to gravity)

In Hallet's notation the above equation is written as fol-
Iows:
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Lrb = E-i 
(. - pcF)

where (
n

tl

coefficient. of bed geonetry
ice viscosity
coefficient of friction
aeral concentration of rock particles in contact
with the bed
contact force between rock fragments and the bed
(proportional to the ice welocity vn normal to the
bed)

A, weak point in Hal-tet's theory is that he tacitly
assumes that there are always enough rock particles on the
upstream side of rock bumps. Shoemaker (1986) has shown,

based on the fundamental work of Röthlisberqer (1968), that a

rock particle embedded in the basal ice is able only one time
to contribute to friction and then is absorbed, if, as Ha1let
assumes, the mel-ting rate is neglected. However, in large-
scate straining areas (e.9. where the grlacier is flowing over
a step or a rieqeJ-) enough rock particles are transported to
the bed, so that the Hal]et friction concept appLies.

Shoernaker (1988) adopts the llnearized sliding law
from Hallet (1981) (Eq. D.25) fron a more globa1 point of
view. He does not look at a single bump as Hallet does, but
is interested more in abrasional features on a large glacier
bed area. His aim is to develop a basal friction drag term
for a slidingr 1aw. Thus he rewrites Equation D.25

K1 1rb + K2 c ub

He furthermore argues that the contribution of basal melting
to the vertical particle velocity uO is not negliqible. In-
deed the particle velocity uO, or more exactly the sliding
veLocity normal to the bed vn, arises from three contribu-
tions: regelation sliding, uniform melting (due to geothermal
heating and slidj-ng friction) and vertical straj-ning. Howev-

er:t it is difficult to determine which factor domj-nates, as

it depends somewhat on the cj-rcumstances.
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In the Hal-l-et model_ of friction it is not so easy to

determine the sliding velocity u'r since the frj-cional term
j-n the sliding law depends itsetf on the sliding velocity.
Thus an iterative solution procedure is necessary.

What happens no\{ when cavities in the lee of rock
bumps are forrning? Will the friction on the remaining smafLer
contact area intensify or not, and what is the influence on
the separation and the critical pressure?
Iken (1985, unpub]-ished) made an attenpt in this direction
and estimated the new critical pressure depending on particl_e
concentration and size.
Starting again with the rectangul-ar step model_ for the gla-
cier sol-e she developed an expression for the critical pres-
sure Ptwhen friction according to the Ha1tet theory is in
operation. An addj-tional force is necessary to move the ice
mass upwards (Figure D.9):

P.* €blcPcF (D.261

hrhere eb j-s the contact area (areas b and c are shown in Fig-
ure D.9). The contact force is (following Hal_let)

PIc

RI Afilnv
n2n

on

Figure D.9 At the critical
touches a sinusoidaL
o_ and o are stressnp
parallel to the bed

nater pressure the glacier sole
bed at the contact area eb.
cornponents normal respectively

(fron Iken, unpublished) .



o., = ä,". +rtang-Pc)+Pc

Assuming that the stress component para11el to the bed is
equal to the critical- pressure (oO = P"), the stress deviator
o; , the corresponding strain rate and finally the normal ve-
Iocity vn can be calculated. Actually, op may be larger than
Pc , thus the calculated vr., is probably an upper bound.
The resulting critical pressure includinq the effect of HaI-
fet friction, therefore also represents an upper boundary.

Considering a numerical example with a sinusoidaL
bed (wavelength )v = 5 m), other numericaf values are:

-8-7-

The normal stress on on the contact area
force batance

eb follows from the

(suqgested by Hallet, 1981)

(only one size of debris particle
wil-I be considered)
(correspondj-ng to an areal concen-
tration of one-tenth of a close
packing of spherical particl-es)

7=
P=
R_=
f=

R=

t-

15.9
0.1
2.4

1.0
0. r-

bar
bar
m

2.5m-

Without friction due to debris a critical water pressure
P. = 3.?5 bar is obtained. with debris containing basal- ice:
P; = 10.3 bar . For higher walues of the critical pressure
Pl a l-arger debris content than c = 2.5 m-2 partictes with
rlai.r" R = 0.L m per an area of 1 n2 has to be assumed.

As in the case of sandpaper friction, friction of
the Hal]et type reduces the sliding velocity in the order of
some t.en percent and results in a higher criticaf water pres-
sure. Yet the influence on the separation process can not be
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estimated. The question of whether or not cavity formation
will lead to stronger friction, cannot be answered, not even
in a qualitative sense. As the normal vel-ocj-ty plays a deci-
sive role in the Hallet friction model, a detailed study re-
quires a numerical approach and an iteratiwe procedure, since
the flow pattern is changed by every change of the basal
boundary condition.
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Chapter

NUUERICAT APPROACA

E.1 Introduction

In Chapter B the sliding problem was mathenatically
formulated. It was nentioned that an analytic or c.l-osed form
solution for only very special conditlons such as laminar
flow can be found. As soon as a more complj-cated and thus
more real-j-stic glacier geomet.ry is considered, a numericaf
solution is an absolute hecessity. Since the fiel-d equations
(the balance of nass and rnomentun and the constitutive rela-
tion for the stress [assuming that the thermal and nechanical
effects are decoupledl ) are of elliptic form, the finite-e1e-
ment method is appropriate.

However, the numerical treatment does not solve the
problems j-nvol-ved in glacier sliding. Crucial points such as

the formulation of the bottom boundary condition or the con-
stitutive reLation are stil-l- present. Closed form solutions
are often crude, but sti1l very usefull- for discussing the
influence of different parameters, for detecting singular
points in the mathematical model and for checking the numeri-
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cal computation. The l-atter one is quite essential and there-
fore the same simple model representing a cornplex na+-uraI
system should be used in numerical calculations as in analyt-
ica] ones offerinq the possibilty to test the nurnerical solu-
tion for a particufar case where a closed form solution ex-
ists. Thus in afl simulations done in this work, the model- is
the one described by the set of Equations B.1 to 8.5. Except
in the case where the ice is separating from the bed (produc-
ing a mixed-boundary problem) the nodef was not modified in
any way. The boundary conditions and assumptions on which the
above model- is based are in general the ones stated in Sec-
tion 8.2.

The numerical simulations are onl-y done for the case
of sliding over a sinusoidal- bed. A more compl-ex bed topog-
raphy was not considered to have a wel-l-defined basal inter-
face and to strictfy separate effects of bed topography and
different bottom boundary conditions. Principally the influ-
ence on the basal sliding velocity of bed topography, of con-
stitutiwe rel-ation, of water pressure and of friction at the
ice/rock j-nterface was studied. Varying one or more of the
above parameters the numerical simul-ations were generally a

sensitiwity study for the basal sliding velocity.

E'-2 Solution m€tbod

The finite-efemeot method (FEM) is used to solve the
above set of partial differential equations being of the el-
liptic type. The FEM is one of the methods regularly used in
glacier and ice sheet model]ing, but stilt has not the impor-
tance that one woul-d, expect being a technique very popular
in fluid dynamics. Some of the applications of the FEM in
glaciology can be found in Iken (1977), Hooke et al. (L979l,
Enery and Mirza (1980), Iken (1981), Sikonia (19821, Meysson-
nier (1983), Ott (1985), Schweizer (1985), Haeberli und
Schweizer (1988).
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As i.t woufd be beyond the scope of this work, it is not the
authors's intention at this juncture to give a detailed in-
troduction to the FEM. There exist a number of fine textbooks
on the FEM (e,9. Zienke$ticz 1L977), Schwarz t19841). In zien-
kewicz (19"17, the FEM is introduced by solving the flow prob-
lem of a vlscous fluid. A few words on the prj-nciples of a

numerj-cal- approach are fol-l-ow (Lliboutry, 1987c).

Solvinq a set of differential- equations nunerically
means to take the approach opposite to the one chosen in
mathematics in the 18th century: from the continuum back to
discrete points. At1 relevant functions of the coordinates
are computJd at some points, called nodes. The set of partial
differential equations is therefore replaced by an approxima-
te set of ordinary equations, termed difference scheme. In
the FEM the studled domain is diwided into a mosai-c of ele-
ments (preferably triangles in the case of a pfane problem)
with the nodes on the periphery of the elements. In each
element a set of functions, usually polynomials, is chosen
unlquely describing the problem in terms of j-ts nodal- values.
A polynomial has to ful-fill- goingr from one element to other
specific continuity requirernents. Thus a nodal- value must be

the same for al-l- adjacent elements. This procedure to ensure
continuity is called assernbling. Thus it is finally possible
to obtain an approximate val-ue of, for examp]-e, the displace-
ment, at a certain discrete number of locactions for the dorn-

aj-n studied. The accuracy of the computation and the resolu-
tion is merely a question of the chosen number of nodes and

elements. A general test of accuracy is, incidentally, to
double the number of elements which, if the numerical proce-
dure is appropri-ate, should lead to improwed accuracy of the
computation.

Several dj-fferent techniques exj-st, for instance the
initial- strain or displ-acement formulation (DISP) or the ve-
locity-pressure formul-ation (V-P) withln the FEM. The code

used in this study is based on a hybrid stress modeL for the
l-inear efasticity equations. It was developed for rock mecha-
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nlcal prob]ems at the Institut für Bauplanung und Baubetrj-eb
der ETH Zürj-ch (IBETH) and is caIled RHEO-STAUB (Fritz 1981,
Fritz und Arn [1984]). Different rheoloqies can be studied by
the conbination of rheological models consisting of springs.
dashpots and friction contacts arranged in paral1e1 or in
series. Thus the avaifable principal elements are the Hooke,
the Newton and the St.Venant el-ements, describing elastic,
viscous and plastic materj-al behavior respectiveLy. With ref-
erence to thj-s one is quite free to modef dj-fferent rheologi-
es and a constitutive relation of the Glen type is well prac-
ticab]e. Al-though written for el-astic problems in rock mecha-

nj-cs, the ,perfect anal-ogy between elasticity and viscosity
all-ows use of the program for the viscous, time dependent
flow (zienkewicz 11977), pp.610-612). And although the code
is meant for the solution of two dimensional- plane problems,
the excelfent postprocessing and the fine documentation make

t.his program an easy-to-use and efficient tool- for flow and
stability problems in glaciology.

8.3 General assunpti.ons of tbe nodel

In this section there is special focus on parameters
involved j-n the sliding problem. Information will be giwen
concerning whlch parameters are chosen and which neglected,
and how this choice is made. It is important to note from the
start that ice will be copsidered as an isotropic, incompres-
sible fl-uid of constant density.
In the FE-program RHEO-STAUB the incompressibility is expres-
sed as Poisson's ration v (chosen value j-s v = 0,499999,
since v = 0.5 is not accepted). The assumption of constant
density is justified since the l-or^rest meters of the ice mass

are considered. For simu.l-ation of hiqh Alpine glacier flow
much infl-uenced by a conpressible firn layer. a model with
varying density and compressibility (increasing vrith depth)
has to be applied (Schweizer, 1988) .
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8.3 . 1 Temperature

The temperature of an ice mass is fundamentaf for
the description of the deformational characteristics and the
basal boundary condition. Glaciers and ice sheets are not
isothermaf, but in genera.I pofythernal, meaning that they
consist of two zones, cold and temperate, in which the ice j-s

below and at the melting point respectiwely (Haeberli, 19?5) .

The non-uniform temperature distribution .Ieads to a coupl-ing
betvreen temperature and velocity field by the constitutive
relation.
Even in a numerical approach it does not seem possibfe to
maintain Lh" the.*o-mechanical- coupling and to determine tem-
perature and welocity simultaneously. An iterative procedure
where the ti"ro unknown functions are sucessj.veJ-y computed to
serve each other as input for the next loop tiII convergence
is reached, is, on the other hand, conceivable.
In this study temperature and velocity field are noL coupled'
thus the constitutive relation does not depend on the temper-
ature. The whofe ice mass is at a constant temperature near
the melting point.
Although the glacier is sliding and the ice tenperature
therefore shoul-d be at the meltlng point, a value for the
viscosity in the ffow law is chosen corresponding to a tem-
perature value bef ow the rneltinq point, since no rel- j-abl-e

wiscosity values at 0o C exist. Therefore the calcufated
sliding velocities represent more 1ike1y a lower boundary.

8.3.2 Flow ]aw

Two sorts of constitutive rel-ations are considered:
a Newtonian and a non-Newtonian cal-l-ed Gfen's flow law
(Figure 8.1). If written in terms of second dewiatoric stress
and strain rat.e invariants, ti, and d' the nonfinear
relation can be given as

trr o t, fl.' "II
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where n is the viscosity. For the purpose of perfect analogy
to the elastic behaviour, the viscosity q' is introduced de-
fined as

n' = 2rl

In this context the second i"nvariant of the stress deviator
and the strain rate tensor are vrritten as t and ö. The con-
stitutive relations used simplify to

and

Erom the
ters by Paterson

ATN

7

i-'

compilation of different fLolr l-aw parame-
(1-981) a val-ue A for the computation

1c -3 -1= 3.5x10^-kPa"s-
_? _1

= 0.11 bar "a '

is chosen. This value corresponds to
1.6 0 C be]ow the meltinq point of ice
sure -

For n = L and t = l.l-8 bar = 118 kPa a vafue for the Newtoni-
an viscosity I' can be determined by

a

at

Tlt

to
4'

This wiscosity value
to an input value of

Of course the simul-ation of
foreseen in the EE-program, but as

temperature about
atmospheric pres-

,1
A12

2.06 x 1013 pa s

corresponds in the FE-program RHEO-STAUB

the elasticity constant

l-00 t/m2

Glen's flow law is not
mentioned above can be
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approximated (Figure 8.2). The Glenrs fl-ow law is simufated
by a series of bodies consistinq of a Newton and a St.Venant
element paralIely arranged. Thus ice is considered as a vis-
co-plastic material.

Figure E.2 Rheo]oqical- model simulatinq the nonl-inear vis-
cous flow of ice by a series of bodies consisting of
a Newton and a St.Venant element arranqed in paral-
1el.

The povrer l-aw curwe is stepwise linearized, i.e. for a cer-
tain stress range the deformation is linear wiscous. So with
higher stress values the viscosity decreases, not continuous-
ly but stepwise due to the pfastic elements describing the
feature of strain weakening or softening (Figure 8.3). fn
detail the procedure was the foJ-lowing: in a certain stress
interval the power 1aw curve was approximated by a straight
Iine respecting the principle of least square deviation (Fig-
ure E.3). To obtain the best possible approximation the
stress interval shou]d nqt be of identicaf fength, but the
varying lenqth of the power law curve in an interval- shoul-d
be taken in account. Nevertheless, in this study the consid-
ered stress range r^ras divided into 1,2 identical intervals
(due to a program lirnit) assuming that the error from the ap-
proximation is negligible.

Much more re.l-evant is the selection of the stress
range in which the poI^rer lab, should best be approximated. To

qet an idea of the sort of effective stress val-ues occurring
the linear viscous case was analysed (Figure E.4).
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250 20%
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effective shear stress
Figure 8.4 Histogram showing the distribution of the

effective shear stress in the lowest 25 m of a

200 m thick glacier (linear rheology assumed) .

A simple histogram representation shows that about 908 of the
effecti.we stress values are between 100 and 500 kpa. Hence
the stress range of 0 to 480 kPa was divided in 12 identical
intervals, Figure 8.3 shows the principl-e for the same stress
range, but only with 3 interval-s of 160 kpa.

The approximative stress-strain rate relation can be
expressed as (in simplified form)

(t,
o
E
o
L

5
o
L
q)
!
E
3c

432o

; = ; i'-"il
i=r.l ni )

r^rhere o. is the yield stress of the St.Venant elenent of the
irth body. The yield stress of the first body 01 is zero.
(see Figure 8.2) .

A test of the abowe rel_ation wiII be presented in a subse-
quent section.

The approach starting with rheological- nodels is not
very modern, but it is easy to perform. Another possibility
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to overcome the nonlinearity ofr the constitutive relation is
an iterative procedure computing the effective shear stress
and the accordingly effective viscosity with a finear fl-ow
Iaw, adjusting the wiscosity locally and. restarting the corn-

putation (Iken, 1981) . The disadvantage of this method is
that one has to interact permanently with the computer, as

the method is not implemented in the program.

The FE-program RHEO-STAUB was primarily developed to
analyse the elastic deformation of rocks and therefore a

viscous probfem has to be transformed to an elastic one. In
our case . the Glen's f l-oi^r l-aw is simulated by a series of
visco-plastic bodies and has to be transformed to a series of
elasto-plastic bodies. To do sor one uses the rheological
time dependent version of the progrram offering the facility
to combine rheological models. However there is the restric-
tion that in a rheological rnodel alI three bodies (Hooke,

Newton and St.Venant) have to appear. So it is impossible to
just substitute the viscosity with correspondingr eJ-asticity
va]ues. The rheological body has to consist of a viscosity
waLue. As Dashpot and spring are arranged in parallel, into a

so-calfed Kefwin or Voight body, it follor^rs that the efastic
deformation or the strain occurs not instantaneously, but is
reached qradually (Jaeger, 1969) :

"=frtr
Et

. Q)

The l-arger the
reach its yield

viscosity va]ue the sooner the strain will
value: t/E.

In summary one can say that first the Glen's flow is
approximated by a stepwise linear viscous relation and the
according viscosity values were transformed to elasticity
values. The stress interval-s of the stepwise linearization
define the plasticity values and the viscosity val,ues, pre-
ferably very largre ones, are arbitrarily chosen. These three
values determine the flow charateristics of a rheological
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nodef s wi-th Glen's fl-or^r
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input values of the twelve rheologi-
series which have been used in alf
Iaw,

Table E.1 Input walues of the rheology simulating Glenrs
flow law. E is elasticity, ETA viscosity and C plas-
ticity walue in tlm2. (l t/nz = 9.81 kPa). To it-Ius-
trate the orj-ginal viscosity val-ues (now transformed
to elasticj-ty ones) are given in Pa s. n is the num-
ber of body. 12 bodj.es arranged in series, each body
consisting of a Newton (ETA), a Hooke (E) and a

St.Venant (C) eLement arranged in para]lel are used.

n E ETA Tl'

L

2

3

4

5

6

't

8

o

10

11

72

tl-51-

1-1-L .4
53.88
36. 13

2't.06
21,.65

18.05
L5 .4't
12 C2

12 .03
10.83

9.84

148500

11840

48r-70

36080
2887 0

24060

20620

18040

16040

L4440

L3120

A1

16. 3

20 .4
24.5
28 .6
32.6
36.1
40.8
44 .9

z.3l x t0l4
2.30 x 1013
r.tt x t013
l.a5 x 1,0L2

5.58 x t012
4.46 x tOL2

3.'72 x I0L2
3.t9 x 1012

2."t9 x t0L2
2.qB x t0I2
z.z3 x tOL2

2.03 x toL2

F?? Summary

In this study no irnprovement concerning the ice pro-
pertj-es were nade compared to simil,ar nodel-1ing studies. The
state of knowl-edge for instance on the creep behaviour does
not aLlow to.leave the ol-d tracks. Temperature effects on the
other hand, may be important but were neglected, leadingr to
an untractable form of the model, The purpose of al-l simpli-
fications is to gain a consistent, well-posed probl-em as the
basis for our study on the bottom boundary condition.
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s.4

8.4 .1

Geom€try

Shape of the modeled area

The glacier sliding probfem over an undulating wavy
bed is studied in a longJ-tudinal section along the fl-ow d1-
rection. This can be achiewed by considering the ice mass to
be j-nfiniteLy vride, presenting us with a pLane problem, The

qlacier is j-n a steady state, j-.e. it does not change lts
shape. Conpressinq or extending flow is compensated onfy by
accumulatjon and abfation. Climatic changes prevent a real
glacier from reaching this ideal state, at l-east for a long
time. As the present study is not modelfing the response of a

glacier to climatic changes, the steady state assumption is
well justified. Our focus is on the bottom boundary condition
and therefore on the lowest meters of a glacier or ice sheet.
Hence only a section of 25 x 60 m is chosen for simul-ation of
the ffow (Figure E.5) and not the whole ice rnass. Of course,
the same conditions have to be fulfilled in the smal-I sec-
tion, just as if the whole glacier were being modelled. This
means on the upper border of the section the boundary condi-
tion has to be such that the r^reiqht of the overlaying, not
modell-ed ice is included. Since the FE-program RHEO-STAUB

makes it posslble in each node t.o specify certain boundary
conditions the desired effect can easi]y be achieved.

The whofe glacler is assumed to be 200 n thick and
the average slope is 0.1, corresponding to an angle of 5.70
In the sectj-on of 25 x;60 m the distance from node to node,
or the mesh-size is about 1 m, varyinq betr"reen 70 cm at the
bottom and nearly 4 m at the top (Figure E.6). The grid in
Figure E.6 is used for a1f computations. The number of nodes
is L27L and there are 2400 triangle el-ements.

The height of the mode]Led section is 25 m, since it
is assumed that about one wavel-ength above the mean bed the
velocity variations due to the undulating bed are of minor
importance. The fength of 60 m for the undul,ating bed bras

chosen to include three wavelengths of 20 m. It is necessary
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200 m

<--

Figure E.5 Modeled section at the bottom of the ice mass.

to consider more than one wavel-ength to be able to adjust the
boundary condition at the front and the back end such that
the model]ed section is in equilibrium, i.e. there exists no

Iongj-tudinal- stress accel-erating or sfo$ring down the ice
mass. A wavelength of 20 m quarantees that the sliding is
onl-y due to the process of enhanced deformation and nct of
regelation. On the other hand, as 20 m is rather at the l-imit
for small--sca.l-e bed topography, the length of the section,
60 m, makes it easy to study the flow over a sinusoidal bed
with a smal-ler hravel-ength than 6, 10 or 12 m. Even smaller
ones are of course possible, but need a greater number of
nodes, i.e. a finer mesh has to be developed. In addition to
the wavel-ength the rouglness (= amplitude/wavelength) is
varied. Typical rouqhness values are 0.02t 0.05, 0.10.

8.4.2. Real bed topography

In order to obtain an idea of the roughness and
vravelength of a reaf undulating rock bed, the forefield of
Fj-ndelengl-etscher was studied. In 1980 Iken (personal commu-

X
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nication) surveyed two profiles in front of the advancing
snout, currently overrun by thd gtacier. In 19B7 a few more
profiles in the flow direction indicated by striaes were sur-
veyed (Figure E.7). For the situation see Figure E.B.

When seen for the first time all profiles (Figure
E.9) Iook very smooth. If one examines the general downhill
trend, i.e. the large scale bed topography, in Profiles 1 and

2 (indicated in Eigrure E.9 by a broken line) a wavelength of

Figure 8.7 Surveying of ?the former gfacier bed of Finde-
lengletscher in 1987: Hermann Bösch operatj-ng the
distance measuretnent instrument.

about 30 m and an amplitude of 50 cm is found. Thus the
roughness would be about 0.02. In Profile 3 the wavelength is
even longer. Profil-e 5 which is on the left side of the
stream r4rhere the topography seems to be more smal-I scaled
confirms the first impression. The wavelength is about 20 m.
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0 100

95000
628 800

Figure E.8 Map of the area in front of Findel-engletscher.
Profifes surweyed in 1980: A and B, and in l-987:
1to5.
Contour interwaf is 5 m. Numbers are Swi-ss national
survey coordinates.

It is obvious that in this sort of investigation
there is a danger of locating the survey at the place where
one expects to find the results desired. In other words, it
can not be prowed that the measured profiles are representa-
tiwe, especiall.y not for a general glacier bed. Neverthel-ess,
the aim of the sma11 study of the forefiel-d was to show that
the assumptions that our model is based on may be considered
realistic. In actual fact a rather large wavelength and a

smal-I bed roughness were found.
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Boundary conditions -

In this section the detailed boundary conditions
around the modelted section, the loi^rest 25 m of a glacier or
ice sheet, are described.

E.5. 1 Top, front and back side

At the top of the modeled section the i'veight of the
overlyinq ice (a column of h = 175 m) has to be introduced
by accordingly prescribed nodal forces. As the surface of the
ice mass is free of st.ress, no other conditions must be con-

sidered. The distance betbreen adjacent nodes at the top is
1.0 m and correspondingly, the area on rnrhich the ice overbur-
den pressure is acting is A = t.00 m2. The nodal forces in x-
and y-direction are:

Fx

E
v

pgh sin cr A

pgh cos c A

In the x'- y'-system used in the numerical computations the
foflowing input val-ues result (p = 900 kg/^3, g:9.81' m/s2,

h = 175 Inr cr = 5.710 ):
F", = Pqh cosd sin0,

Ey, = pgh cos2a e

A = -15.594 t/n2

= -r55 .94 t/^2

At the front and the back side of the 25 x 60 m section the
boundary conditions have to be chosen such that no accelerat-
ing force exists. It is the same sort of problem as in simu-
lating the flow of an infinitely wide, parallef sided sfab
(.Iaminar flow), but as the bed is undulatinq and the ice mass

is sliding, the nodal forces cannot simply be determined with
the hefp of the analytic solution of faminar f1ow. An itera-
tive procedure has to be applied in order to achieve a steady
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state. This complicati-on could be overcome by introducingi a

periodic boundary condition requiring the velocit.y on the
front and back side to be identical (Raymond, 1978) . This
very tricky procedure is not appficable since it is not im-
plemented in our FE-program. Instead, the trial and error
method nust be chosen: takinq the inner stress values of the
previous computation as new boundary conditions at the front
and the back sj-de, aqain and again, until the veloci-ty dif-
ference betvreen the front and back side is negligible. When

iniLially carried out, this procedure was not very effective,
Convergence is achieved faster if one adopts the nodal forces
according to the deviation from the mean of front. and back
side velocj-ty values. This means for instance, if the front
velocity Ls 2 * farger than the average velocity the nodaL

forces at the front are chosen 2 I larger than t.he computa-
tion before. By repeatinq this procedure 3 to 6 tines a sta-
bfe and hence not accelerated ice mass, is arrived at.

A chang:e in the basaf boundary condition as varying
rouqhness or debris concentration affecting the friction in-
ffuences the boundary conditions at the front and back end.
Thus the adjustment of the nodal forces is a nearly permanent

and rather troublesome requirement.

8.5.2 Bottom boundary condition

Three cases are generafly considered: no slip, per-
fect slip and sl,idi-ng with friction.
It is always assumed that rthe ice mass is lying on an imper-
meable and undeformabfe bed: a classic hard bed (Paterson,
1985). This assumption is controversial, since a great number
of glaciologrists (e.9. Boulton, Clarke) arque that t.he hard
bed would be a very exotic case and that most glaciers and
ice sheets are lying on sediments: on a soft bed. We do not
want to reviwe this sophisticated dispute. It is quite prob-
able that both camps are right. In fact, soft and hard beds
do exist. However, in a numerical- computation one needs a

certain distinct interface. It would be altogether possible
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to introduce a sediment layer-between ice and bed-rock and a

part of the deformation coul-d be within the sediment. The

hard bed is certainly not the only possibj-lity, but it is a

realistic case and an attractive interface for modelling.

E.5.2.1 No slip

In this case there is no sliding; the ice mass ad-
heres to its bed. This sort of botton boundary condition is
chosen only for test computations or, for instance to deter-
mine the portion of deformation on the whole motion. ft mere-

ly prescribes that in each node a]-ong the bottom the velocity
components are equal to zero.

8.5.2.2 Perfect slip

This is the usual bottom boundary condition: the ice
mass is sliding frict-ionfess (due to a thin brater layer be-
tween rock and ice) over the undulating glacier bed. The

roughness prevents the glacier from slipping away. The fric-
tion.less sliding is simulated by prescribing that the vefoci-
ty vector have the direction of the Local bed. The ice is
forced to move along the bed profile. Most of the computa-
tions were performed with this classic basal boundary condi-
tion.

To move in the direction of the bed means to deter-
mine in each node a slqpe. At first it was not clear which
slope shoufd be chosen: the sfope to the preceding node or
the slope to the succeeding one, or the average of both.
(Figure E.10) After a series of tests wlth different examples
the best results were obtained for the slope of the tangent
to the reaf sinusoidal curve at the point of the node. This
is of course theoreticall-y the right sofution, but the j-ce is
now in the numerlcal model no longer flowing along the ice
rock interface, since the sinusoidal bed is approximated by

straight l-ines from node to node,
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Figure 8.10 Section of the qlacier bed in the numerical
model. n-1, n, n+l- are three nodes connected by

straight lines, approximating the sinusoidal bed

(dashed Line). For Lhe "perfect-slip" condition
the direction of the tangent at the sinusoidal curve

is chosen as the prescribed flow direction'

8.5-2.3 Sliding with friction

As outl-ined in Chapter D, friction between the rock

bed and particles embedded in the basal ice plays an inpor-
tant role in the sliding process. In the numerical modelling
a friction of the Halfet type was introduced, appropriate in
the case of sparse debris' rn general the dimension and con-

centratj-on of the rock particles and the sliding velocity
normal to the bed are the pertinent variables.
The frictional drag is (Haffet tl'9811, for R*= R' see Section
D.5) :

pcF 2nfltcnRvn

where coefficient of friction
aeral concentration of rock fragments in
contact with the bed

contact force
factor of the viscous drag of sphere near

the bed

t

p:

F.

f:
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viscosity of ice
radius of rock particle
sliding velocity normal- to the bed

normal to the bed will be determined by the
other variables are constants for a particu-
numericaf simufation. The foffowing values

The velocity
computation.
l-ar case in
are chosen:

p

c
f
R

_)
/.5 m

n
The

the

l-.0

2.4
0.1

-2

Discussion of numerical walues:

(a) Friction coefficisnt p

F = 1.0 suggested by Ha11et is of course an upper
1imit. Under most rock-rock contact conditions p is likely to
be in the order of 0.5 to 0.7 (Drewry, L986t.

(b) Debris concentration c
c = 2.5 *-2 cot.esponds to an aeral concentration of

one-tenth of a cfose packing of spherical particles, i.e. in
an area of 1m2 2.5 particles of 10 cm radius are in contact
with the bed and hence contribute to friction. Hallet defines
a debris concentration P*:

4 R2c

where P is the portion of the bed effectivefy covered by de-
bris. The maximum possible concentration is P* : 1, repre-
sentlng a cl,ose cube packing of spherical particl-es all in
contact with the bed. The modef Hallet developed is applicab-
fe for debris concentrations smalfer than about 30t.

The principle for considerinq a singl-e striating
rock incfusion is introduced for modell-inq purposes. Many
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glaciers possess a dirty basal layer irr which the concentra-
tion of debris may rise to 50-609 by volume (Drewry,f986).

In the lce tunnel- (dug in fall 1985) at the snout of
Findelengletscher it was possible to study the basal ice in
detail (for siluation see Figure E.8). At the end of the tun-
nel the glacier bed was present as a brelf-polished rock bed.
The ice was separated from the bed, probably due to a larqe-
scale fonqitudinal, compression (in 1985 the glacier was at
the end of a 200 m advance). The fohrest 10 - 30 cm a dirty,
stratified layer consisting of ice and debris of very differ-
ent size 110-6m to l0-lrn) was observed. On the larger parti-
cles on the bottom side, striaes from rock to rock contact
were visibfe. Some parts were broken out of t.he basal- layer
for cfoser examination in the cold faboratory of the VAW.

Three things were chiefly of interest3 (1) Is the
ice in the debris fayer reqelation or glacier ice? (2t What

is the debris concentration? (3) Hovr }arge is the contacL
area?

(1) The first question could be answered by an arralys.is of
qrain size. Attempts were rnade, buL due t.o a lack of equip-
ment (no multi-stage avail-abfe) and experience the investiga-
tion was not successful. In principat, Souchez and Lorrain
(1987) studied the basaf ice layer from the chemical point of
view. They found that ice accretion may be a frequent phenom-
enon at the glacier sole.

(2) The debris concentration was determined simp,Ly by weigh-
i.g, nefting and reweighing the sampfe. The mean concentra-
tion from 5 sanples ts '72* by weight. Smallest concentration
is 64t, largest 83%. With a density of rock (g, = 2.1 g/cm3)
and of ice (p. = 0.9 g/cm3) the average debris concentration'a
(by volume) is 46t. However the determination of the debris
concentration is only a rough estimation, due to the smafl_
number of probes and the inhonogenity of the basal l-ayer. But
at least it seems clear that a basaf fayer with a high (Iet
say 508) debris concentration at the specific Location of the
tunnel does exist.
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(3) The third question is difficult to answer, especial,l-y
since only smal1 parts of the bottom of the ice were visibfe.
Figure 8.1-1 shows the bottom of a piece broken out of the
basal debris 1ayer. One means of determining the areal con-
centration is to count out the contact area with the help of
a frame. Each visible rock fragment (larger than 0.5 cm in
diameter) is marked hrith a square. The contact area is com-
pared to the total area of the bottom. In our particular case
about 22 t r"rere covered with rock fragments (Fj-gure E.I2).
Again it must be said that only a single piece was studied
and that the result may be accidentaf.

Ih summary one can say that the basal, ice layer was

dirty and stratified. It seems to be developed by ice and de-
bris accretion and it plays an important role controllingr
partly both erosion and sliding.

Figure E.11 Bottom side of a

ice layer accessibl-e
of Findelengfetscher,

piece broken out of the basal
in the i-ce tunnel at the snout
Grid di.stance is l- cm.



Figure E. 12 Primitively
with rock contact
See Figure above.
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digitized bottom of a rock fragment
areas (dashed squares) .

(c) Factor
f = 2.4 is suggested by Hallet prj-marily based on

an unpublished study by V,latts. i takes into account the vis-
cous drag of a sphere contacting the glacier bed.

(d) Particle radius R

It is assuned that the debris fragments are spheres
with a radius R:10 cm, a value sugqested by Hal-]et. Smaller
and larger sizes can eESily be introduced. However, for
smal-ler fragments a finer FE-grid has to be developed. A nesh
size equal to the parti.cle size wouLd be ideal-. The model-

coufd definitely be improved by considering different parti-
cle sizes.

(e) Normal velocity vo
The normaf velocity is mainly responsible for the

va.Iue of the contact force. The particle size influences the
sliding velocity normal to the bed. As the fraqments contri-

%
"r" B1"a%
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buting to the friction have to be in contact with the bed, vr.,

is determined at the cent.re of the spherical- particte. Thus
one has to calcufate the sliding welocity normal to the bed
at a distance from the bed equal to the particle radius. As

the FE-mesh is not fine enouqh, the velocity 10 cm above the
bed is interpolateci from the velocity value in the first node

above the bed (about 60 cm above). At the bed the normal ve-
locity is of course zeto, since the ice slides along the bed.

vn is partly positive (on the upstrean side of rock
bumps where the ice flows to!,/ards the bed), about zero (at
the top of the bumps) and partly negative (on the ]eeward
side where the ice ffows anay from the bed). A typical value
1 n above the bed i.s 50 cm/a. It is assumed that the normal-

velocity decreases finearl-y with depth. Thus at the centre of

normal velocity [cmZa]
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Figure 8.13 Distribution of the stiding vefocity normal to
the bed some meters above a rock bump. Flow direc-
tion frorn right to feft. "+" sign denotes positive
values of the normal velocity (which means the ice
flows towards the bed), "-" sign denotes neqative
values, respectively.

_21q.-13o +3j :y,*27o-
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the spherical rock particl-es (R = 10 cm) the norrnal- velocity
is about 5 cm/a. Eigure n.12 siows some welocity values nor-
maf to the bed above a bump.

For varying the amount of friction different vafues
of the concentration c are selected. In principal, the par-
ticfe radius R or the friction coefficient p could aLso
be changed wit.h a simil-ar effect. The friction varies as the
friction coefficient and as the square of the particle radi-
us. A chanqe of the debris concentration, for instance, from
c:2.5 m-2 to c = l-0.0 ^-2 corresponds to a doublinq of the
particfe radius. In other words, in a sensitiwity study on

the friction it does not really matter which of the varia-
bles, debris concentration, particfe size or friction coeffi-
cient, are changed; the effect on the friction can be identi-
ca].

E.5-2.4 Bed separation

Bed separation occurs if the subqlacial water pres-
sure is larger than the rninimal normal stress the ice exerts
on the glacier bed. The effect of the water pressure is simu-
lated by introducing a force normal to the local bed sl-ope.
The force corresponding to a certain given water pressure is
principally actinq in alf nodes where the normal stress is
smal-ler than the v/ater pressure. However, the separation area
is larger than the area .where the normal stress is smal-ler
than the water pressure. This fact is knor,/n (e.9. Iken, 1-981)

and a relationship betweqn water pressure and cavity length
was given in Section C.3.3.3. For the numericaf computation
this means t.hat in each wavelength, at feast in the two ad-
jacent nodes, hrhere the norma] stress is already larqer than
the water pressure, the normal force is also introduced. Fig-
ure E.14 indicates the nodes j-n which wat.er pressure is ac-
ting. Genera.lly, the amount of bed separatj-on is chosen to
ensure the fargest possible basaf sliding velocity. This
means that j-t was at tiroes necessary to perform a series of
numericaf computations to determine the separation area.
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Figure F.14 Distribution of the normal stress and area of
bed separation along a nave.length for different
water pressure values.

8.5 .2.5 Sumrnary

To give an overview on the basal boundary conditions
used an example with friction and acting b/ater pressure is
considered. Thls means three different boundary conditions
apply: (1) perfect s1ip, (2) bed separation and (3) friction
(see Fj-gure E.f5). Perfect slip means that a node at the bed
is forced to move in a certain direction (parallef to the 1o-
cal sl-ope). Bed separation is performed such that at a node a
force according to the given water pressure is acting upward
normaf to the local s1ope. The friction condition is simi-l-ar
but the force j-s dj-rected paral1e1 to the local slope but
against the direction of mot.ion. The ice mass is then deform-
ing due to its own weight respecting prescribed forces and

directions of motion.

2

h..
[t*]

I,
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Figure E.l-5, Overview of the different boundary conditions at

the base: (l-) perfect s1ip, (2) water pressure lead-
ing to bed separation and (3) frictionat force.

8.5 Test computation

It is an absolute necessity to compare the results
of a numerical computation with a closed form solution. In
grlacier motion probJ-ens the relevant test. case is the laminar
glacier flow. For a Ner^'tonian ftuid this was done by Schwei-
zer (1985) and again independently by Wagner (1988). The FE-
program RHEO-STAUB proved to be an excellent tool- for the
solution of two-dimensional, linear viscous flow problems.

The abowe-mentioned tests showed that the error of
the numerically calculated welocity vectors and stress com-
ponents was less than about 1t and 5t respectiwety. The ac-
curacy of the stress values is generally poorer. Deviations
from the analytical sol_ution, for instance, for the shear
stress at the base of 128, did exj_st. principally, the ac-
curacy is fine inside the studied domain. The fact that the
nodal values are mean values leads to inaccuracy at the edg-
es, at the surface and at the bottom.
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However, this lack of.accuracy can be eliminated by
an improvement in the FE-mesh. The smaller the stress differ-
ences between adjacent nodes, the smalfer the error at the
edges due to aweraqing. If the number of nodes in an ice col-
umn is doubled twice, when modelling the linear viscous flow
of an ice mass 200 m thick, the result is a remarkable im-
provement in accuracy (Figure 8.16). The error of the basaL

mesh with
EF- 4 lines of elements
o--- B lines of elements
+.".'... 16 lines of elements

- 
exact Solution

t+\
*h

Y'\
E
tr roo
o.
o
E

n\

\

\
\r

20 ttm2
shear stress [vm2]

Figure 8.L6 Shear stres" t*y it a 200 m thick ice nass
(inclination 5.71o ) for three models with different
FE-mesh sizes. fn an ice column there are 51 9 and

1? nodes respectively, The improvement of the FE-

mesh leads to a much better accuracy at the bottom
and at the surfate. Errors at the bottom are 12.5%,
6.25t and 3.1-4t respectively.

shear stress is 12.5*, 6.25t and 3.14* respectively for the
three cases. rn the third one with the finest mesh the weloc-
ity walues were exact within 0.2t.

It remains to be shown here that with the rheologi-
cal- form of the FE-program the non-Newtonian flow can be sim-
ulated.
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The problem of plane J-aminar ffow is considered for
testlng purposes. In a 200 m deep glacier a section of 200 x
500 n is chosen. The ice is considered as a non-Newtonian,
incompressible fl-uid of constant density adhering at the gla-
cier bed. In detail the following val-ues are useds

fength: I = 500m
slope: o, = 5.710
depth: D : 200mcosa = 199m
ffow ,l-aw parameters: A = 3.5 x LO-24 pa-3 s-1

n=3
density: p = 900kg/m3
grav. acceleration: 9.8I n/s2

Analytical- sol-ution

The anafyticaf solution foflows from the Equations
B.5 to B.8. The ice overburden pressure, the basal- shear
stress and the surface vefocity correspond to the numerical-
values above:

= 17.5 bar
= l, .75 bar
= 58.1 m/ a

A velocity profile is glven in Tabl-e E.2 and in Eigure 8.1-7.

8.6.3 Numerical- solution

3,20 -
Geornetry and material properties

o

o

I

=oxy
a xy
u

Some resufts of the calculation of
field are given in Table 8.2 and Figrure E.17.
at the bottom are

= ).7 .05 bar
= 1-'7 .10 bar
= 1.70 bar

v

the velocity
Stress values

X

v
X



The above values are alrea4y
be directly compared with the
sofution. The velocity at the
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transformed such that they can
above values of the cl-osed form
surface is

U
S

53.5 m/a

Table E.2 Comparison of some velocity
ical (u) and the numerical (U)

non-linear ffow l-aw. Subscript
locity.

vafues of the analyt-
solution in case of a

s denotes surface ve-

-c

c)
o

velocity

Figure E.17 Velocity profile for linear (a) and nonl-inear
(b) viscous flow Iaw. Comparison between analytical
solution (curve) and numerical- solution (dots) .

Dashed l-lne shows numerical solution norrnalized to
the analytical one.
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8.6.4 Discussion

The surface vel,ocity of the numerical sol-utj-on is
defj-nitely too sma.Il. Hov,/ever, the dif ference beLween it and

the analytical- solution can be explained by the too snaI1 ba-
sal shear stress. As the velocity at the surface varies as

the third power of the shear stress at the bottom, a shear
stress of only 97* should lead to a surface welocity of only
91ts : 53.5 m/a. That is in fact the case. The inaccuracy of
the welocity values is mainly due to inexact stress values
resulting from averagingr in the numerlcal sofution method.

Therefore it seems clear that one coufd reach the exact sofu-
tion by a co'ntinuous improvement of the EE-mesh. It is prob-
able and shown in fact for the case of linear viscous ffow
(Figure 8.14) that the numerical solution approximates the
analytical one. rn other words, the rheological model (Table

E.f) used in aff nonfinear computations is able to simulate
nonlinear viscous, so-cafled Glen's flow.
The confidence in the rheoloqical version of the program is
supported by Lhe coincidence of the velocity profiles. The

typical bulgj-ng profile of Gfenrs flow can be reproduced
sucessfully.
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Chapter F

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OE.

GLACIER SLIDINGT RESULTS

This chapter contains the resul-ts of the numerical
computations of lhe sliding of an ice mass over a rigid si-
nusoidaf bed. The influence of bed geometry, rock-to-rock
friction and subqlaclal water pressure on the slidj-ng weloci-
ty is studied. The basal boundary condition is varied essen-
tial1y.

The results support the fundanentaf statement that
the properties of the basal ice, especial-fy the debris con-
centration, are relevant variab.Les in the sliding process.
Starting brith a perfeci.ly lubricated bed the friction can

affecL the sfiding velocity as much as the subglacial water
pressure, however with an inverse sign.

Most of t.he numerica.l calcufations are done for both
the linear viscous and the nonlinear viscous ice rheology.
The reason that all computations do not consistentl-y include
the nonfinear flow taw is based on the tremendous time sup-
p1y. A typical- cafculatj.on time (CPU-Iime) on a CDC Cyber

180-855 is ten hours, whereas the calcu.l-ations usinq a }inear
viscous flow l-aw norr0al.Ly run in l-ess than one minute.
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Sliding without bed separation

The sl,iding over a rigid perfectly lubricated sinus-
oidaf bed is, in the case of a linear viscous flow law, the
only instance where a comparison with a closed form sol-utj,on
is practicable (Nye/ 1969).

F.1.1 Linear viscous sliding

The resufts of simulations of the sliding wj-th a

]inear .iscJus ffow law (in the fol-lowing simply call-ed "1in-
ear wiscous slidJ-ng") are compared with the solution of Nye
(1969). Nye's solution which considers a bed geometry with
only one wavelength substantiafly larger than the transition
wavelenqth (thus regelation can be negfected), can be given
as (see Section C.2, Eq. C.3a)

)" r-l)
:---T----ößnr

With t.he vafues of our model (in the following cafled princi-
pal- model: X, = 20m, r = 1,75bar, r = 0.05, rl = 1x l-013 Pa s;
for detaifs see Chapter E) one gets a sliding vefocity

ub L7.24 m/a

The numerically calculated vel-ocity j-s

U.
.t)

L'7 .25 m/a

Accordingly the error is smaffer than 0.1 8. This test com-
parison shows that the assessment of the boundary condition
at the bottom and the top of the modelfed section is appro-
priate. In detaif the perfect slip condition at the ice-rock
interface is well simulated.
The velocity vafue UO of the numericaf cal-culation is the

u.
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mean of the nodal va]ues a]gnq the bed,
niddfe of the three wavelength.

but only of the

At the top of the modelled section the velocity is

U.t 28.40 m/ a

thus the defornational part of the motion

ud = 11'56 m/a

Starting with Eq. 8.7 one would expect

ud
12 .47 m/ a

as deformation in the lowest 25 m of a 200 m thi-ck ice mass.

The difference cannot only be due to too smafl shear stress
values, but the deformation seems to be j-n fact smal-l-er if
the bed is undulating. When modelling the whole 200 m thick
ice mass (frozen to its bed), the deformation in the l-owest
25 m is 12.08 m/a. In comparison, the deformational velocity
is 4.3 * srnaller in the case of the undufating bed.

The properties of ice as an incompressibler l-inear
viscous fluid are reflected i-n the feat.ure of the ffow or ve-
tocj-ty field (Figure -F.1). Where the flow is confined to a

narrow band the ice is?fl-owing and sliding faster, and cor-
respondingly sfower where it is wide. This characteristic is
also visibl-e in Figure F.1 via the contour lines of constant
velocity. The sliding vefocity is larqest on the crest of the
rock bumps and smallest down in the val}ey. However, looking
closely, the vel-ocity minimum does not occur at the bed, but
about 2 m above it. One reason may be that the flow line is
shorter there than at the bed and hence, in order to fulfill
the continuj-ty requirement, the vefocity has to be a bit
smaller than it is directly at the bed.
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Figure F.2 shows th. stress field represented by
principal stresses. On first view it can be easily seen that
the modelled section is rre]l bafanced, that at. the top more

or less laminar ffow conditions are vafid and that on the
uphill side of the bumps farge compressive stresses exist. In
a subsequent section the stress distribution at the bed will
be discussed in detaiL.

In the followinq some pertinent variabl-es along the
j-ce*rock interface are particulary studied.

(a) Sliding velocity Ub

As previously mentioned, the numerically calculated
sliding vel-ocity indicated above is an average value. The

velocity is larger on the crest and smaller on the base of a

rock bump (Figure F.3): a typical flor^' pattern of a ffuid.
The sliding velocity varies between 16.85 m/a and 1?.68 m/a.

(b) Velocity normal to the bed Vr,

The normal velocity directly at the bed is identicaf
to zero. Values as for instance in Fl-gure F.3, are always
given at a certain distance (mostly 10 cm or 1 m) above the
bed, calcu.Iated from the first node line abowe the bed (see

Section 8.5.2.3). In contrast to the normaf stress or the
sliding velocity, the normaf vefocity is not a singfe harmon-
ic function. We don't see any plausible explanation for this
feature. It coufd be an ef'fect of not quite accurate incl-ina-
tion values. To calculat.e the normal velocity, the direction
of the velocity vector is, compared with the bed inclj-nation
and a certain deviation is expressed as normal velocity. As

was aforementioned, lhe normal velocity is calculated from
welocity vafues 1 m above the bed. The error and therefore
the second harmonic coufd wel-1 be due to this discrepancy be-
tr^reen the place from where the incfination angles are taken
and the place where the velocity is calculated.
Maximum and minimum values of the normal- welocity occur where

one would expect them to: on the uphi11 and downhill side re-
spectively, but not at the inffexion points.
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Figure F.3 Numerically cafculated vafues along the sliding
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stress deviator tr.r', normal velocity Vn, sliding
velocity Ub and bed topoqraphy yU.
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Normal stress P tll
The pressure the ice exerts on the bed is

shown in Section C.1,4

osciflat-

Pr, (x1
a -..+ aD cos (-..._l

o 'max t"

In the considered case of

Aa

the principal model there is

17.5 bar

11.1 bar
and

Thus the nolrnal stress pr., varies betbreen 6,35 bar and 28. 6

bar. Figure.F.3 depicts the result of the numerical solution
general-Iy reproducing the analytical one within 1 ?.
However, there is a large deviation in the lee of the bed un-
du.Iations where the pressure is ninirnaf: 7.11 bar instead of
6.35 bar, an error of 12 %. In Figure F.3 the three fine
straight lines indicate the theoreticaf vafues of the average
normal pressure and the two extreme ones between which the
pressure is oscillating.

(d) Normal stress deviator !j
The stress deviator component normal to the bed rep-

resents the Iocaf stress distribut.ion without the inffuence
of the hydrostatic pressure. It could be a pertinent variabfe
for sirnufating sliding with frict.ion. On areas where the nor-
mal stress deviator is pgsitive (meaninq compress.l-ve) the
friction would be active. Figure F.3 supports this idea. The

normal stress oscill-ates in accordance with the bed topoqra-
phy, simply shifted by a quarter of a wavelength. Positive
va.lues contributing to friction are on the uphill sj-de, and
negatj-ve ones on the downhill- side of rock bumps. However/
the results of the nonl-j-near viscous stiding (j-n a subsequent
section) suqgest that one should reject the idea outlined
above of involving the normal component of the stress devia-
tor to simulate sliding with friction.
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A series of different modefs are computed for the
purpose of studying the effect of varying geomelry and for
aqain testing the solution of Nye (l-969). Nye suggests that
the basal slidinq velocity waries as the wavel-ength and as

the inverse of the second power of the roughness. This de-
pendence and also the velocity values could be reproduced by
the numerical- computat.ions. Table F.1 provides an overview.
The numericalJ-y calculated walues generally coincide wel-l
with the analytically conputed ones. Larger wariations exj-st
if t.he velocity is significantl-y different from the one of
the principal- model (?1 = 20 m, r = 0.05). This is due to
boundary conditions which are not sufficiently adapted to the
new conditions. A continuous improvement of the boundary con-
ditions at the front and the back side coufd probably quaran-
tee a coincidence within more than 99 * accuracy.

Table F.1 Compilation of numerically calculated welocity
walues (in m/a) compared to exact val-ues from the
Nye solution. To each pair of roughness and wawe-

length two values are given: the upper one origi-
nates from the closed form solution of Nye and the
lower one is numerical-ly computed.

N 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.10

6m 32.33 8.08 5.17 3. s9 2.02 7 -29
I

5.28

10 m 53.89 13.4'7 8.62 5.99 3.3'7 2.1,6

53.52 13. 11 8.76 5.79 3.27 2.LO

20m r0"7 .77 26.94 L7 .24 1.1..91 6.7 4 4 .31
112.56 27 -O9 t7 .2s 11. 69 6.43 rr - 06

30m 302.36 75.59 48 .38 33.59 18 . 90 1,2.09

46.36
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To sunmarize, the sliding of an ice mass along a

distinct undulating interfacL considering linear viscous ice
rheology can be sinufated. In so far as the nurnerj-cal-ly cal-
cufated results can be compared with an analytical solution
and therefore the accuracy can be estimated, it is justified
to say that the simulation is done welf and the model pro-
duces satisfactory results.

8.1.2 Nonl-inear viscous sliding

The results of the simulations of the sliding of an

ice mass over a undulatinq bed considerinq nonlinear viscous
ice rheology (in the following simply caffed: "nonlinear vis-
cous sliding") can be compared with the treatnent of Kanb
(1970). Hor^rever, Kambrs sofution is an approximate one. fn
case of larqe deviations betv/een two different, both not
exact approaches, it is hard to say which one is more appro-
priate. The detailed tests outfined above mainly justify con-
fidence in the results of the numerical- conputations.
fn the following section the results of the simulation of the
nonlinear viscous sliding are compared with the resul-ts of
the simulation of the linear viscous sliding.

Cons idering
r = 0.05) one gets a

U.
D

again the principal model (?' = 20 m and
numerically calculated sliding velocity

47 .44 m/ a

Kambrs solution for a wavelength of the bed undulation much

l-arger than the transition wavelength (Eq. C.5a) predict.s a

more than 5 times larger sliding velocity

u.I) 246 m/ a

This discrepancy cannot be explained by shear stress values
that are possibly too smalf due to averaging in the FE-pro-
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gram. One reason could be that Kamb's solution being an ap-
proximate one is not appiopriate to the characteristics of
our mode1. This means that the wavelenqth could be too large
()' = 20 m). However, the numerically computed vafue seems to
be quite realisLic. Together with the velocity due to inter-
nal deformation a surface ve]ocity of 106 m/a seems to be

reasonable for a 200 m thick qlacier.

At the top of the modelfed section (25 n above t.he

bed) the total motion in one year is

U.c 86.23 m/ a

Hence the creep velocity is

U.
d

38.80 rnla

Without sfiding, thus frozen to the bottom, but still with a

wavy bed the velocity due to deformation is only 20.51 rnla.
Theoretically the creep vel-ocity in the lor^rest 25 m of a 200

m thick ice rnass shoufd be (see Section E.6.3)

od 24.29 m/ a

In the numerical simulation of the whofe 200 m thick i-ce mass

frozen to its bed only 21,.69 m/a results. Again, as in the
case of linear vj-scous sliding, the deformation is smal-fer if
the bed is undulating.

But on the other hand, now the deforrnationaf part of
the motion is larqer in the case of sliding than in the case
of none. This additional- contribution: 18.29 m/a is an effect
of the strain softening. If the ice is slj-ding, the farger
stress concentrations around the bunps l-ead to enhanced

The velocity field in Fiqure F.4 is strikj,ngly simi-
lar to the Linear viscous sliding field in Figure F.1. Corre-
sponding to the much larger deformational motion, the rela-
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tive difference betrr'reen the velocity at the botton and at the
top of the modelfed section is about 20t larger. In contrast
to the l-inear viscous case the minimaf velocity value is di-
rectl-y at the bed. The bed undufations become apparent higher
up. Even at the top of the section lhe vel-ocity vectors can
clearfy be seen to submerge and emerqe. The y-component vari-
es t25Z around the average value which represents laminar
f1ow. fn the linear viscous case the variation is only 0.59
One would in fact rather expect the opposite, namely that the
effect of the bed undu.l-ations is concentrated more closely
near the bed, because the ice is more deformable than in the
case where it is considered a linear viscous flui-d. IL is
possible tfrat tne much larger (by a factor of 3) sliding ve-
locity turns it the other way round.

The stress field (Figure F.5) i,s quite different as
compared to the linear viscous case (Figure F.2) In contrast
to the velocity field there are some differences visible on
t.he first wiew, especially at the top and at the bottom of
the modell-ed section. Again afl- stresses are compressive.
In the uppermost node line there is a very strange orienta-
tion of some principal axes of stress, a feature not at al-f
existent in the adjacent node fine befow. At the bottom one
can recognize larger stress values and also larger differenc-
es between the two principal stresses, hence the stress devi-
ator va.Iues wj-l-f be larger, too. Eurthermore, it is obvious
that j-t is not possibte to balance the ice mass exactfy such
that the stress values at lhe edges (left and right) are the
same as the corresponding ones in the middfe.
A1f +-ogether one gets the impression that the stress fiel-d
does look someho\^r suspicious. The more detaifed discussion
befow wj-I] show that a certain pattern is also emerging in
the stress field. And on the other hand, the velocity field
does not give rise to any doubt.

Again some variables along the sliding interface are
more full-y discussed.
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(a) Sliding velocity, ttb

The sliding vel-ocity at the bed waries much more
(19.lt) (Figure F.6) than in the case of finear viscous slid-
ing ft.2 .4*l (Figure F. 3 ) . This is an ef fect of the stra j-n

softening leading to correspondingly larger velocity val-ues
where there are stress concentrations.

(b) Velocity nor:mal to tb€ b€d vn
The normaf vefocity is larger than in the linear

viscous case. A typj-ca1 value is 2 m/a (1 m above the bed) .

This increase is not only due to the larger slidi-ng. There is
an effective increase of about 20t. This difference will be

important for modefling the friction. In contrast to the 1in-
ear viscous case there is only one minimum and one maximum

within one wavel-ength. However, the normal velocity is agrain

not a single harmonic function. The extrene values are not at
the inflexion points but shifted more to the crest of a rock
bump.

(c) Nomal str€ss Pn

As for the normal welocity, the curve of the normal
stress (Figure F.6) is asyrunetrical. The extreme wal-ues are
about 10t larger and shifted towards the crest of a rock
bump. It foll-o!,is that the stress concentrations and differ-
ences are larger around a bump. The normal stress functi.on
resembles a saw-blade.

(d) Notmal stress deviator trr'
The conponent pf the stress deviator normal to the

bed (IooseLy referred to as "normaf stress deviator") (Figure
F.6) is calcufated as follows

tnr (x) Pn(x) - lrcr*orl

where o, and 02 are the principal stresses. The asymmetrical-
characterj-stic of the normal stress Pr]9ives rise to a rather
strange course of the local- stresses at the bed, for instance
negative, thus tensile on the uphill side of rock bumps.
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Figure F.6 Some variables atong t.he sliding interface of
the principal model simulating the motion of an ice
nass over a wavy bed considering ice as a nonl-inear
viscous ffuid.
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From the definition abover it is clear that in the case of an

asymmetrical dj-stribution of the norrnal stress such features
wiJ-l appear. The idea of choosing the stress deviator compo-
nent normal to the bed as a pertinent variable for simulating
sliding with friction is abandoned.

Again, as in the case of the sllding with a l-inear
vj-scous flow law, some models with different wavelength and
roughness are computed. Tabl-e F.3 provides an overview.
The sliding velocity does not, as Kamb (1970) proposed, vary
as the wavelength and as the inverse of the fourth power of
the roughness (in fact, the roughness appears also in the nu-
merator but with less effect compared to the fourth power in
the denominator). Taking the example with wavelength I = 20 m

and roughness r : 0.08 the sfiding velocity shouLd, following
Kamb, j,ncrease by a factor of about l-2 from (taking our nu-
merical-fy computed value) 13.8 m/a to 168 m/a, if the rough-
ness is halved to r = 0.04. Table F.2 shows in our case only
an increase by a factor 6.3, stifl more than in the case of a

linear viscous flow law where for constant wave.Iength a halv-
ing of the roughness leads to a four times larger sliding ve-
locity. Thus the dependence on the roughness is stronger than
in the linear viscous case but not as strong as Kamb proposed
(Figure F.7).

N 0.04 0:05 0.06 0.08 0. 10

10 m

20 m

26.3 16.2 9.9 5.0 3.0

86.8 4'7.4 29.2 13.8 1.9

Tabl-e F.2 Nurnerically cafcufated sliding velocity (non-
.Iinear viscous ice rheology) in m/a for varying
roughness r and wavelength ?,.
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Figure F.7 Dependence of sJ-iding velocity on

according to sliding theories by Nye
(1970) and derived by finite-element
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roughness
(l-969) and Kamb

solution -

In Section C.2 another approach, a numerical one by
Raymond (1978), r^ras presented. This author introduced into
the sliding law a constant K to be determined by numerical
computation to damp down the stronq dependence on the rough-
ness. The K-value for the different model_s in the above table
can be determined (Tab]e F.3). Raymond calcul-ated two K-va]-
ues (n = 3) also with a finite-element program for roughness
0.005 and 0.10 and got 0.44 and 0.6 respectively.

Nye (n = 1)

numerical (n=3)

Kamb (n= 3 )
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N
,

0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0. 10

l0m

20n

0.24 0.28 0.30 0.35 0.39

0.29 0.31 0.34 0.39 0.43

Table F.3 Values of the constant K in the sliding law
(Eq. C.5c) (Raymond, 1-978) deduced by finite-element
solution (see Table F.2) for different rouqhness r
and viavelength 1,.

Values taken are r tb = 1.748 bar, l.r = f .042 bar aI/3

Considering that the velocity values qenerally tend to be a

bit too sma]l, the K-values (Table F.3) are like]y to be far-
g€r, and thus the values given are l-ower bounds. For in-
stance, a 50* larger sliding velocity woul-d lead to a l-4t
larger constant K. However, definitely smafler sliding veloc-
ities result from this, as opposed to Kamb's derivation. To

get for j-nstance the velocity qiven by Kamb (246 m/a), a va1-
ue of K = 0.54 would be necessary (we proposed K = 0.31).

It i^/as mentioned earlier that the deformational part
of the overafl motion is in the case of a nonl-inear viscous
ffow Law much larger due to strain softening. For the above
presented nodel-s with different roughness vaLues and wave-
length I' = 20 m, the effect of enhanced creep is studied. It
is obvious (Table F.4) that an increasing roughness is caus-
ing a larger portion of deformation due to strain softening.
The larger the roughness, the higher the stress concentra-
tions, and creep is enforced accordingrly. In the last cofumn
of Tabfe F.4 the contribution of the strain softening is com-
pared to the sliding vefocity supporting the above statement.
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T U. U. U. + U U U /V.EDOSSSSSSb

0.04
0.0s
0.06
0.08
0.10

r-3s.0 86.8 48.2 26.5 0.3r
86.2 47.4 3B.B L1.L 0.36
62.5 29.2 33.3 11 . 6 0.40
4r.6 13.8 21.7 6.0 0.44
33.1 1-9 25.2 3.5 0.45

Tabfe F.4 Sliding and deformational part of the motion (in
m/a) for varying roughness (hravelenqth l, = 20 m).
Theie are:

Ut , velocity at the top of the modell-ed section
Ub , vefocj-ty at the bed
Ud , veJ-ocity due to deformation
U"" r velocity due to strain softening

It folfows: U. = U. + U. + Ut_r)oss
Ud is taken from the results of the model simulating
the flow of the whole ice mass: \JO = 2I .'l m/a

C.F. Raynond (personal communication) proposes to define the
sliding velocity as sun of the vefocity at the interface (Ub)

and of the velocity due to strain softening (Uss). Thj-s would
]ead to a 30-458 farger sliding velocity.

F.1.3 Sliding with frict.ion

The next step in simulating the sliding of an ice
mass over a wavy, rigid bed is to introduce a friction at the
sliding interface due to a dirty, debris-rich basal ice lay-
er. Thus the sfiding interface is no longer perfectl-y lubri-
cated, but there is a frictional force parallel to the bed
rock sl-owinq down the motion, Rock particles embedded in the
basal ice and pressed aqainst the bed give rise to friction.
Principally t.he influence of a varying debris concentration
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in the basal ice on the sliding velocity is studied. The

friction model- of Hallet (1981) is adopted to the finite-
elenent. computation (for details see Section 8.5.2.3). It
must be pointed out that in liall-et's mode.l- the debris concen-
tration does not correspond to the conventional definition,
but refers to the number of rock particles in contact with
the bed per unit area (called by Hal1et "aeral concentration
of rock particle in contact wj-th the bed"). This sort of de-
finiton is appropriate in simulating the frictional effect of
rock particles in the basal- layer, but it is difficuft to ap-
p1y for deterrnining by fi-e1d neasurements (Shoemaker, 1988) .

First of al-l-, for three different qeonetries the ef-
fect of increasing debris concentration on the sliding velo-
city is st.udied. The three modefs are: the so-ca11ed "princi-
pal model-" (L = 20 rrlr r = 0.05; called "2005"), one with 1ar-
ger roughness (L = 20 m, r = 0.1-0; cal1ed "2010") and one

with a smaller wavelength (1, = 10m, r = 0.05; called "1005").
The simul-ations are done using a finear viscous flow law.
Table E.5 is a compilation of the results, illustrated in
Eigures F.8a,b. For all three geometries the reduction of the

Table F.5 Effect of areal concentration of rock particles
_a(c in m ') on the sliding velocity (in m/a) for

varying wavelength and roughness. Reduced sliding
vel-ocity is qiven as percentage.

c 0. L.25 2.5 3.75 5.0 6.25 7.5

l,= 1 0m

r:0.05
8.76 7.'70 6.64 5.58 4.53 3.46 2.4L

87.9t 7s.88 63.7t 5r-.78 39.68 21 .5*

l.=2 0m

r=0.05
L7 -2s 1s.30 13.53 LL.'76 9.99 8.23 6.46

88.7t 78.4t 68.2* s7.9t 47.'7* 37.4*

l.=2 0m

r=0-1
4.31 4.01 3.70 3.40 3.09 2.19 2.48

92.92 85.9t 78.8t 71.8t 64.'72 s7.6t
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slj-ding velocity 1s finear to the debris concentration. The

model known as "l-005" j-s siowed down the most, whiLe "2010,'
with the smaflest sliding velocity j-s sl-ohred down the least.
However, with onl-y three mode]s it is almost pure speculation
to say that the reduction of the sfding velocity varies as

the inwerse of both the roughness and the wavelengt.h.

ub
ma

15

2.5 5.0 -2/.5m-
6 Figure F.8a,b

debris concentration Dependence of slid-
ing veloctiy on de-
bris concentration
for three models
with different
geometries. Above
(a) in absolute
values, below (b)

normalized to the
sliding velocity
for the case of no

-2 friction (so-ca11ed
reduced sliding
velocity).

0.5

7.5 m

debris concentration

'ö
o
ö
o)
.gp
ö

2.5 5.0

a: "2O1O"
b: "2O05"
c: "1005"

"2010"
"2005"
"1005"
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The above result,s can be used only in a qualitative
sense, since the sliding velocities are much too small-. This
follows simply from the fact that the frictional force is
proportional to the normal velocity calculated fron the model

without friction. Thus to get an appropriate result one is
forced to use an iterative procedure. The numerically comput-

ed normal velocity of the previous run is used to calculate
the fricitonal force as input for the subsequent run' Conver-
gence within three digits is reached after about ten steps.
The iterations are done for the princj-pal- model for two dif-
ferent debris concentrations: c = 3,7_5" tn-2 .nd c = 6.25 m-2.
An aeral concentration of c = 3.75 m - means that 15t of the

c 3.75 6.'75

u.D̂I

u. -/u.DID

13.5 11.8

0.78 0.6'7

Table F.6 Sliding velocity (UOa in m/a) of the principal
model- (iterative solution) for two different values
of the debris concentration (c in ^-2) , rh. quotient
U-=/U- denotes the reduced sliding velocity.DI' D
UO: sliding welocity for debrls-free ice.

1.0
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0.5

\-\-__.__

0

'o
o
o

o)

p
o

2.5 5.0

debris concentration
Figure F.9 Dependence of reduced sliding velocity on

debris concentration. Upper points and dashed
show iterative solution.
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sliding j-nterface is covered with rock partj-cles of 10 cm ra-
dius contributing to friction. Table F.6 cont.ains the re-
su1t.s.
It is surprising t.hat the two cited above reduced sliding ve-
locities and the one without friction are not located on a

straight line (Figure F.9). Thus the reduced sliding vefocity
does not wary linearly as the inverse of the debris concen-
tration.

we are now looking more closefy at the principal- mo-

del with a debris concentration of c = 3.?5 *-2. Th" sliding
velocity is as mentioned

u.-bt 13.5 m/a

At the top of the modeled section the velocity is

utf

Thus the difference
tion

24.6 m/a

obtained is

u.,dI
1I-_L m/a

The stress fie]'d (Figure F.l-1)
ferent boundary conditions at
stream side of the rock bumps
principal stress is about 450

the vel-ocity due to deforma-

dj-stinctly shovrs the two dif-
t.he glacier bed. On the up-

the orientation of the axis of
inclined to the interface, the

a value slightly smal.l-er (3.5t) than in the case of no fric-
tion.

The velocity field (Figure F.10) is not remarkabl-e in any
rray. It is wery similar to the one without friction (Eigure
F.L), altough the velocity vectors are smal-ler. The scal-e in
Figures F.1 and F.10 is the same, so the velocities can be
directly compared.
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effect of a large shear stress due to friction. On the lee
side nhere no frictj-on i's existent and the bed is perfectly
lubricated, one of the axes of principal stress is nearly
parallel to the sliding interface.

Figure F.12 unites some variables along the sliding
interface/ subsequently discussed in detail.

(a) Sliding velocity UO,

The sliding velocity varies between l-3.0 m/a and

14.0 m/a (Figure E.L2'). The variation is a bit larger (t3.79)
than in the case of no friction (12.4t), probably an effect
of the varying boundary condition. The curwe of the sliding
velocity is no longer in phase with the bed undulation, but
shifted downhill about one-tenth of a wavel-ength. At the top
of rock bump is the last node where a frictional- force sl-ows

down the notion, thus the l-arqest velocity is a bit l-ater
just after the top, in the lee where the bed is again per-
fectl-y lubricated.

(b) Velocity norma]. to the bed vn
The ve]ocity component norrnal to the sliding inter-

face is calculated from the velocity vafues in the node l-ine
l- m above the bed. AJ-though the sl-iding welocity is in case
of friction generally smaller, the component normal to the
bed is it not, but is increasing relatively about 15-20t com-
pared to the case of no friction. This means that the normal
velocity j-s generally reduced fess than the sJ-iding velocity.
In addition the curve (Figure F.12) is very similar to the
one without friction.

(d) Nomal etr€ss Pn

The normal stress (Figure E.12) is substantially
l-ess oscill-ati"ng than in the case of no friction, however, it
st.ill has a mean pressure of about 17.4 bar. Varying between
26.5 bar and 9.1 bar the amplitude of the stress oscillations
is only

^D' max 8.66 bar
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instead of 11.1 bar as one could expect from the theory.
The result is impoitant for the case where subgla-

cj-al- water pressure is acting. Key values such as the separa-
tion pressure depend on the minimal, nornal stress. In the
considered case of friction the minimum normal stress is i-n-
creased from 6.4 bar to 9.1 bar, an increase of more than
408. The ampfitude of stress oscifl,ation is defined as (Eq.

c. 15)

^D'max
1, r.
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Pn
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Figure F.12 Some typical values along the
of the princj-pal model for sliding
(aera1 basal- debris concenLration c

iterative solution).
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sliding interface
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As wavelength and ampfityde of bed undufation are constant,
the smaller amplitude of the normal stress must be due to a

smaller driving shear stress. In the case of solj-d friction
between ice and rock, a part of the shear stress due to
gravity is used to overcome the friction, thus less is feft
for driving the ice mass downhill. A basal shear stress

T.l) 1.36 bar

results, only ?8t of the shear stress due t.o gravity

pqh sincr 1 .75 bar.

The reduction of the shear stress is in perfect agreement
with the reduction of the sliding velocity. The shear stress
used to overcome the friction is

7. - t.b "f

(d) Normal stress deviator
The curve of the stress

the bed (Figure F. l-2) is, as the
ty, shifted downhill. Maximum and

cide with the inflexion points of
te values are about the same as

1 .5 bar.

0.387 bar

n
deviator component normal- to
curve of the sliding veloci-
minimun va]ues do not coin-
the undul-ating bed. Absolu-

in the case of no friction:

There are some computations done for the case of a

nonlinear viscous flow law of ice to detect the general
trend. The ldea was to take the principal model and to numer-
ically calculate the sliding velocity for the same increasing
values of the debri-s concentration. The normal velocity val-
ues of the principal model without friction are used to de-
termine the frictional nodal forces. But already a debris
concentration of c = 3.'75 m-2 leads to an uphill motion at
the base of about 5 n/a (Tabfe F.7, Figure F.13).



c L-25 r".875 2-s 3.7s
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ubf/ub

25.52 17.38 10. s2 -s.35
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velocity (UO, in m/a) of the principal
different values of t.he debris concentra-
m-21 lrsing a nonlinear viscous flow f aw.

the reduced sliding vefocity.

Tabl-e F. 7 Sliding
rnodel for
tion (c in
U. -/U, isbrb

1.0

0.5

\.t

0

rlt,
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o)
.gp
a

2.5 5.0 7.5

debris concentration
Figure F.13 Dependence of nonfinear viscous sliding vefoc-

ity Ubf on the debris concentration c. Dashed fine
indicates probabl-e curve of iterative solution.

It is obvious that if the iterative procedure to determi-ne
the frictional force were applied, the reduction of the slid-
ing velocity would not be so tremendous. It bras shown above
that the reduction of the sliding vefocity corresponds to a

reduction of the driving shear stress Tb. Using a nonlinear
viscous flow law such as Glen's l-aw with exponent n:3 it
can be assumed that the decrease in the sliding velocily is
correspondingly larger. For a debris concentration of
c = 3.15 m-2 one gets a reduced sliding vel-ocity of 0.78 when

o m-2
c
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a finear viscous fl-ow l-aw is applied, It is supposed that
with nonfinear ice rheoLogy the reduction is (0.?8)3 = 0.48,
which means that if about 15E of the glacier bed is covered
with rock partj-cles embedded in the basal- ice contributing to
friction, the sliding velocity is halved compared to the case
of clean ice on a perfectly lubricated bed (Figure F.f3).

8.2 Sliding with b€d separation

Sliding with bed separation as an effect of sub-
lacial i^rater pressure was studied in detail by Iken (1981)

using an earlier version of the finite efement code RHEo-

STAUB. In particular the transient staqres of growing and

shrinkinq r.Iater-filfed cavities at the ice-bedrock interface
were analysed. The introduction of a frictional drag at the
sliding interface is the innovation of the present study. In
this context the effect on the separation and the crj-tica1
pressure is of main interest. The present work does not ex-
tend to the point where the cavities reach a steady state
shape. Except for one, afl computations are done using a fj-n-
ear-viscous ftow faw. The effect of subglacial water pressure
on the sliding vefocity without any friction is consi-dered
first, as the basis for this study, and the friction is added
aftenrards.

E.2.L Frictionless sliding with bed separatj-on

According to the theory, bed separation and hence

the onset of cavity formation starts when the subglacial
water pressure reaches the minimal normal stress. This limit-
ing value is known as separation pressure. In the case of the
prlncipal modeJ- (L = 20 ror E = 0.05) the separation pressure
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6,35 bar

Section C.3.3-21

Ll-.91 bar

subgacial r.raterAL

P

(caffed critical pressure) the glacier motion becomes accel--
erated, i.e. unstable. For studying the effect of the subqla-
cial water pressure on the stiding velocity, ej-ght different
models with increasing water pressure values between 6.35 bar
and l-l-.64 bar are chosen.

Tabl-e E.8 and Figure F.14 contain the results of the
numerical computations of the corresponding sliding veloci-
ties.

P IFIw'w- U. U, /U.DWDWD

7.46 0.1
8.58 0.2
9. l-3 0 .25
9.69 0.3

L0.25 0.35
10.80 0.4
r-1.36 0.45
11.91 0.475

r-7.06 0.99
1,'7.61. 1.02
L8.42 r.07
1q qQ 1 1A

22.44 r . 30
25 .32 r .4't
37 .26 2.20
4s.01 2-66

Table F.8 Numerically calculated sllding velocity Ubw (in
m/a) for different values of the subglacial water
pressure P, (in bar), UO*/Ub represents the rel-ative
j-ncrease compared to the slidj-ng welocity without
bed separation (Ub = 17.25 n/a) . The normafized
dinensionless water pressure IF*) expresses the
refation to the separation pressure (Ps: tFrnrl = 0),
the critical pressure (Pc: [P*] = 0.5) and the mean

ice overburden pressure (P : tP*J = 1.0).
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Eigure F.14 shows the very typical relationship be-
tween the sliding velocity and the subglacial water pressure:
Eor a given geonetry the sliding veLocity is a constant, as

long as the water pressure is below the separation pressure
(determined, neglecting friction, only by the geometry). Then

the velocity is progressively increasing with increasing wa-

ter pressure. However, if the water pressure exceeds the
critical pressure the ice mass accelerates and becomes unsta-
ble and the velocity theoretically tends to infinity. The

above is true only for the very speciaf case of an ice mass

sliding without friction over a riqid, sinusoidal rock bed.
No effects of friction nor any changes j-n the subglacial
hydraulic system are considered.

2.5

lrd

1.5

'ö
o
c)

O)

p
o

2.O

water pressure [P*]

Dependence of sliding velocity on the subgla-
water pressure. Normalized representation:
= U---lU- and [P--] = P-./P ; U- = L7.25 m/a,DW D - W- W o D
17 . 48 bar.

't.0

PoPcPS

Figure F.14
cial
IU. 1-D'
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A few words on the details of t.he nurnerical computa-
tion: For a griven water prelsure the sliding velocity depends

strongly on the area where the vrater pressure is acting. As

discussed in Chapter E, stable cavities cover a i-arger area
than one would expect from the distribuLion of the normal
stress. For the numerica.l computaticn considering transient
cavities, the area of acting hrater pressure was chosen with
the help of the theoretical refationship for the bed separa-
tion (see Section C.3,3.3). However, since only certain Cis-
crete values for the area can be chosen taking three, five,
seven etc. nodes, the curve (Figure F.l-4) describing the re-
tation between subgacial water pressure and sliding velocity
grows not conLinuously but stepwise. This defj-ciency could
only be removed by increasing the number of nodes directly at
the sliding interface. Eor a given cavity size, the sliding
velocity varies with the water pressure. Only when the area
where the water pressure can attack is enlarqed by including
another tü/o nodes, does the sfope become steeper and finalfy
the typical- proqressively increasing curve resufts.

Again a characteristic velocity (Figure F.15) and
stress (Figure F.16) field of the principal model are shown

for a water pressure value of 11.6 bar (near to the critical
pressure of 11.9 bar). Some features are worth pointing out:
Clearly visible is the flow away from the bed in the lee of
the rock bumps (producing cavities) and the upward motion at
the top of the modefled section. This means the subgl"acial
water pressure is lifting the l.rhole ice mass a 1ittle bit,
Remarkabfe in the stress lield are the principal stresses in
the fee of the bed undulation, represent.ing exactly the pre-
scrj-bed boundary condition, and the large stress val-ues on

the upstream sj-de being irnportant with regard to simulat.ing
friction.

There is onJ-y a single numerical- conputation per-
formed for the case of a nonlinear ffow faw. The sliding
veJ-ocity is calculated at a water pressure Pw = 10.8 bar
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91 -'tB n/a

a comparably small value, since the sfiding vel-ocity where no

water pressure is acting is

ub 4'7.44 m/a

The quotient U---lU- expressing the increase of the sliding- _t)hr ])
vel-ocity in the case of bed separation is even a littLe
smal]-er than the one obtained using a linear wiscous flow law
(1.43 compared to L.41). Therefore one can say that the sort
of flord 1ar"/ used seems not to be important for the amount of
the velocity increase in the case of bed separation, at least
in the case studied where the bed separation is rather small
(s = 0.35).

F.2.2 Sliding with friction in presence of bed separation

Up to this point the two effects of bed separation
and of friction due to debris in the basal ice were studied
separatel-y. Combini.ng the t$ro important varj-ab1es' subglacial
rdater pressure and aeral basal" debris concentration will
show, for instance, whether the friction is enforced if t.he

ice is separating from the rock bed.

As pointed out in the previous section, a crucial
variable is the area of bed separation varying with the de-
bris concentration. It is therefore critical to compare cases
with different debris concentrations. For the sake of cl-ari-
ty, the amount of bed separation s is given in most resul-ts
of the numerical computations (for the definition of s see

Section C.3.3.3). The parameter s is determined only approxi-
mately by simply comparing the number of nodes where the wa-

ter pressure is acting with the number of all nodes (=20t in
one single vravelength.

U.
DW
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c ubrf u. -/u.Dr^rI DW

0.
1 ?q
)\
a ttr

5.0
6.25
?q

.E

2t
L7
13

9
5
2

1)
00
10
3B
6L
90
45

1.0
0.84
0.68
0.s3
0.37
0.22
0.07

Table F.9 Numerically calculated sliding welocity values

1g---- in m/a) for increasing debris concentration'bwr
(c'in m-z) at a constant water pressure Pro= 10.8bar.
UOr: sliding vetocity of debris-free j-ce

The dependence of the sliding velocity on the debris concen-
tration in the case of bed separation was studied wit.h a con-
stant value of the subglacial water pressure P*= 10.8 bar and

'1.0

0.5

2.5 5.0 7.5 m-2

debris concentration
Figure F.1"7 Dependence of sliding velocity on the debris

concentration in basal- ice for a water pressure of
10.8 bar and a bed separation parameter of s = 0.35.
Upper line gives the relation in the case of no bed

separation.
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a constant bed separatio4 parameter s = 0.35 (a rather unre-
alistj-c assumption). The results can be found in Table F.9
and in Figure F.L7 where the reduction of the sliding veloci-
ty is also given for the case of no bed separation (see TabLe

F.5). Tbe water pressure Pw = 10.8 bar has to be seen in re-
lation to the separation and the critical pressure. In the
case of clean basal ice (c = O) the water pressure Pw is near
the critical pressure, and on the other hand, for dirty basal
ice (c = 5.0) the chosen water Pressure is about in the mid-
dle between the two limiting pressures (as will be shown be-
Iow) . In other words it is not easy to give precise quantita-
tiwe values for the increase of friction in the case of bed

separation. However, an increase is expllcltly Proven and a

P
w

ubrf un."r/ub

10.80
11_.36
tL .64
11, . 91
13.03
13.4'7

0.15
0. r-5
0.35
0. 35
0.45
oiss

9
o

T6
L7
26
42

68
79
'F
33
36
57

0.56
0.57
0. 97
1.01
1 .53
2 .47

Table F.10a,b Dependence of the basal slldlng velocity Ubwf

(in m/a) on the subglaclal l^rater pressure P* (in
bar) in the case of friction for two values of the
debris concentration: above (a) for c = 2.5 m-2 and

below (b) for c = 5.0 m-2. The amount of bed separa-
tion is expressed by the parameter s. Without bed

separation and without friction the sliding velocity
is Uo = L'l .25 m/a-

P
w

s ubrf ur.f/ub

8 .58
9.69

10.80
1r..36
1,'t- .64
11.91
L2.47

0. l-5
0.25
0.35
0.45
0.45
0.45
0 .55

13.19
13.40
15.01
17. 68
L9.1,2
20.56
30.11

0.76
0.78
0.8?
1.03
1.11
1.19
1.75
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rough estimation is 50t. Without considering the effect of
the smal]er sliding velocity in the case of friction (Ieading
to small-er frictional- forces) the reduction of the sliding
vel-ocity varj-es linearly as the debris concentration for a

certain constant r.vater pressure. No iterations are made to
take into account the reduction of friction due to the reduc-
ed sliding velocity.

How the sliding velociLy in the case of friction is
dependent on the water pressure is studied for two different
debris concentrations: c = 2.5 m-2 and c = 5.0 m-2 (Tables
F.10a and,F.1-0b). Hence, in contrast to the computation
above, the amount of friction is constant but the separation
area increases with increasing water pressure. However, the
separation process is different for the two debris concentra-

1.0

'ö
o
o

ol
.s
E
o

0.5

\:._ \_&=o

0
2.5 5.0 7.5 m-2

debris concentration
Figure F,18 Dependence of basal sliding velocity on the de-

bris concentration in basal ice in the case of no
bed separation (Plr = 0, iterative sol_ution, see Fig-
ure F.9) and j-n the case of bed separation for a wa-
ter pressure of Pvr = 10.8 bar. Dashed fine shows es-
timated iterative solution for the case of bed sepa-
ration. Linear viscous fl-ow 1aw is used.
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Ps

water pressure
Pc Po

Pw

Eiqure F.19 Dependence, of the basal- sliding velocity Ub on
both the subglacial lrater pressure Pw and the basal
debris concentration c. The sliding velocj-ties are
normalized to the vel-oclty which was cal-cul-ated
without friction and without bed separation. Two

cases with c = 2.5 m-2 and c = 5.0.-2 a.e consider-
ed. Horizontal lines at left side represent the
state before bed separation starts. Dashed vertical-
lines (asymptotes) give the critical pressure, ris-
ing with increasing debris concentration.
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tions. The larger the friction the l-ater starts the separa-
tion. For instance, at a waier pressure of P, = l-0.8 bar the
bed separation parameter is s = 0.35 and s = 0.15 respective-
Iy for the debris concentrations studied. In Figure F.18 this
effect is taken into account and it is cried to give an over-
view incl-udj-ng an estimation of an iterative soLution in the
case of friction. Tn contrast to Figrure F.1,7 in which the
variation of the bed separation is neglected, the sliding ve-
locity varies not linearl-y as the debris concentration.

Figure F.19 shows the results of the numerical com-
putations of sliding with friction in the case of bed separa-
tion for both, varying debris concentration and varying water
pressure. The typical relationship between sfiding velocity
and subglacial- water pressure remains va1id, al-so in the case
of frictj-on. However, the curves are shifted to the right, to
larger water pressure values. This simply means separation
and critj-cal pressure are farger in the case of friction.

The critical and the separation pressure depend on

the normal- stress amplitude Ap*.* which is as shown in Sec-
tion F.l-.3 smaLl-er in the case of friction than withoLlt.
Based on the cafculation of the normal stress amplitude for a

debris concentration of c = 3.?5 *-2 (".. Section F.1.3), the
stress amplitude for the debris concentrations c = 2.5 m-2

and c = 5.0 n-2 can be determined by a linear interpol-ation
to 9.48 bar and 7.84 bar'respectively. This values of the
normal stress amplj-tude can be used to cal-culate (Eq. C.16
and C.1?) the separation pnd the critical pressure in the
case of friction. The smaller oscillation of the norrnal-
stress leads to smal-ler values of the separation and the
critical pressure. Tabl-e F.11 is a compilation of calculated
values of the separation and the criti-cal pressure based on

the numerical computation of the normal stress amplitude in
Section F.1.3.

Figure F.18 shows clearfy that the pressure val,ues
calculated in the way described above coincide vrith the val-
ues whi-ch can be drawn frorn the figure. This fact is a fur-
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0. 2.s 5. 0

P s
Pc

6.35 '7.99 9.64
11.91 12.'74 13.55

Table F.11 Separation (P") and critical pressure (Pc)

(in bar) of the principal model for different debris
concentrations (c in m-2); p = 1?.5 bar.

ther indication that the assumption that friction can be seen
as a reduction of the driving shear stress may be true.

In contrast to the theoretical considerations on

Coulomb friction in section D.3.3.2, the assumption (from
slj.ding lrithout friction) that the critical pressure is half-
way between the separation and the ice owerburden pressure
holds true. It seems obvious that for larger debris concen-
trations the critical pressure at which the unstable sliding
motion starts can well be near the ice overburden pressure.
Ho\ilever, the separation pressure is increasing accordingly.
From the field work on the Findelengletscher (Iken and Bind-
schadler, 1986) a stronger effect on the critical pressure
than on the separation pressure vras expected. This observa-
tion coul-d not be reproduced by the numerj-cal- calculations.
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Cbapter

coNc LUSIONS

G.1 Suma!y

The results from the fiel-d work on the Findelenglet-
scher (Iken and Bindschadler, 1986) formed the starting
point of this report. The glacier advanced about l-85 m bet-
ween 1979 and 1982. Theoretical studj-es of glacier sliding
should help to understand the mechanics involved, in particu-
lar in the presence of friction. However, the reader is not
provided \dith a compLete sLate-of-the-art account of sl-i-ding,
since the problen is nuch too complex.

Long-term combined velocity and water pressure mea-
surements on Findelengfetscher qave rise to the key question:
V'lhat causes the FindelengJ-etscher to move stabl-y at !^/ater
pressure val-ues near the ice overburden pressure?

From the theoretical- point of view there are no ar-
guments to refute the existence of a critical pressure caus-
ing unstable sliding wel-1 below the ice overburden pressure.
The probable explanation is that friction at the base feads
to the observed feature. Thus the aim of t.he study was to
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clarify the influence of friction on the sliding behawiour of
a gl-acier with special regard to the critical pressure.

Based on the welf-known theory on frictionless slid-
ing ower a sinusoidaf bed (Nye, 1969) a relation was develop-
ed between the subglacial water pressure and the bed separa-
tion in which the critical pressure is a pertinent variabl-e.
If the water pressure exceeds the critical pressure the ice
is fully separated and the nater pressure has access to the
whole glacier bed area: the motion becomes unstable.

The cfassic basal- boundary condition is the perfect
sl-ip condition where a thin water film prevents all friction.
This assumption is doubtful, as striaes on rock bumps demon-

strate. Friction is mainly due to the interaction betvteen
rock particles in the basal ice layer and the glacier bed.
Rel-evant to the sort of process is the debris concentration
in the basal ice layer. We distinguish between sandpaper
friction and Hallet frj-ction. Sandpaper friction applies for
large debris concentrations (>50* per volume) with particles
being in close contact and is a sort of Coulomb friction. Be-
cause Coufomb friction is basically reserved for the friction
between rigid bodies (ice is a viscous one), the term sandpa-
per friction was invented based on the image of the ice mass

rubbing fike a piece of sandpaper over the undulating bed.
Hall-et friction is based on the abrasion model by Hal-l-et
(l-981) and is appropriate for small debris concentration,
vrhere the rock particles are no longer in contact $rith each
other and the ice can accordingly flow around them. Hence the
force pressing the particl-es to the bed depends in this case
not on the ice overburden or effective pressure, but on the
Iocal flow pattern.

To evafuate the effect of friction of the Halfet
type on the sl-iding welocity in the presence of subglacial
cawity formation a numerical- approach is necessary. Consider-
ing ice as an incompressible, wiscous fl-uid the resulting set
of differential equations describing the glacier flo\'r was

numerically solwed by the finite-element method using a well-
established code (RHEO-STAUB) .
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Frictionless sfiding nas simu.l-ated as a test of the
solutj-on method. Nye's (1969) sofution for linear viscous
flow law could be reproduced. Yet, using a nonlinear flolt
law, the results were different fron those obtained by Kamb

(19?0) . Hj-s approximative sofution seems to depend too
strongly on the roughness.

The numerical simulations of sliding with frlction
showed clearly that in the case of a nonlinear viscous fl-ow
law, a debris concentration of about 10t per volume sl-ows

down the sliding motion to 50* of the wa.lue ca.lculated with
debris-free ice. Thus friction is an important factor in the
sliding procäss. When the ice separates from the bed the Hal-
let friction does not vary much, but to start the bed separa-
tion a larger hrater pressure must operate: 25t larger in the
case where the debri-s concentration is about 10t. With or
wit.hout friction the sl-1ding velocity increases strongly when

the water pressure approaches a certai-n value: the critical
pressure. Friction gives rise to an increase of the critical
pressure, closer to the ice overburden pressure. Thus the as-
sumption rernains t.hat the critical pressure is halfway bet-
ween the separation and the ice overburden pressure. This re-
suft is compifed in Figure F.1-9.

The sandpaper friction has a sinil-ar effect on the
sliding motion, providing the sliding starts at all. It can
easily prevent any sliding.to occur. Eor instance, for a mean

bed slope of 5.?o and an interrnedj-ate vafue of the friction
coefficient (p = 0.5), a sliding motion is only possible if
the water pressure is at least 80t of the ice overburden
pressure. If the ice separates from the bed the frictional-
drag is decreasing, not proportional to the decreasing effec-
tiwe pressure, but more s1ow1y. The bed separation is affect-
ed by the frictional drag and as in the case of Hal-]et fric-
tion, both separation and critical pressure are shifted t.o

l-arger water pressure values. It is possible that the separa-
tion pressure is theoretically ]arger than the critical pres-
sure.
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G.2 Conclusions

Friction bettreen a dirty basal J-ayer and the glacier
bed is a rel-evant process. One of the basic working assump-
tions proved to be reasonable: fricti.on can be seen as a re-
duction of the driwing shear stress. This viewpoint provides
a very useful basis for including the frictional drag into
existing sliding laws which shoul-d in our opinion contain the
critical pressure as an important variabl-e. We propose a re-
lation such as Equation D.24, since with and without friction
the numerical- computations simulating the sfiding of an ice
mass over. a sinusoidal bed with bed separation verified the
existence of the critical pressure.

One of the principal differences betrüeen sandpaper
and Hallet friction is the influence of the water pressure in
case of bed separation. The effect on separation and critical
pressure is quite different. The frictional drag is in the
case of Hallet frictj-on nearly independent of the vrater pres-
sure. And hence criticaL and separation pressure increase si-
muftaneously. Therefore, in the case of Hall-et friction the
critical pressure is halfway betr,{een the separation pressure
and the ice overburden pressure. In the case of sandpaper
friction the frictional drag is reduced with increasing water
pressure. This gives rise to an interesting result: the sepa-
ration pressure is larger than the critical pressure for aI-
ready smal1 values of the friction coefficient. This Leads to
stick-s1ip motion. Yet both types of friction cannot explain
the observation at Findel-engletscher, where the critical
pressure was much more affected than the separation pressure.
Extensive permanent sliding motion (>50* of the whole rnove-
ment) seems only to be possible if the friction is of the
Hal-Iet type. Therefore, if the sliding velocity and some wa-
ter pressure values of a glacier are knolrn one can then es-
timate the type of friction and furthermore the basaL debris
concentration. Trrro typical examples seern to be: Findelengl,et-
scher and Unteraargletscher. The first one is sliding alL the
time and a small- debris concentration wiLl cause friction of
the Hal-l-et type. Unteraargletscher, on the other hand, is
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rather sl-ow-movj-ng and debris-covered in the lower part. Cal-
cufation of the surface vetÄcity, based on internal ice de-
formation, sugqests that the sl-iding vel-ocity is negligibl-e,
except during the melt season. The basal debris concentration
seems to be higrh and hence sandpaper friction is acting.

c.3 Opon qu€stions and outlook

A distinct cLassification of a largrer nurnber of gla-
ciers is not yet possible, partly due a lack of fieLd data,
partly due to the more qualitative resul-ts of the study. This
work was primarily conceived as a sensitivity study on slid-
ing. Realistic, but not actuall-y measured values were chosen
for the numericaL simulation describinqr a very idealized sit-
uation. A gLacier ls of course not two-dimensional and the
bed is not sinusoidaL.

A vreak point in HaLlet's theory is that he tacitly
assumes that there are afhrays rock particles in contact vrith
the bed. Actually the rock fragments tend to move alray from
the bedrock by the action of the strain fieId. It is not
clear whether the production of new rock fragments by erosion
will balance the first effect. These physical processes at
the base, including abrasion and erosion, remain to be inves-
t igated.

The next step should be to become even more specific
and try to. nodel the dynamic movement of certain real gLa-
ciers for which abundant data is availabte. Detailed informa-
tion of the geometry (three,-dj-mensional), t-he surface veloci-
ty, the internal deformation and the mass balance is neces-
sary. A relativel-y large amount of information exists for
Findelengletscher. Investigations on former glacier beds
could perhaps improve the knowl-edge on actual glacier beds.
More attention shou]d be paid to the question of sedirnent
("soft") beds, as they are widespread.

Because sliding can be a dominant process in the
motion of glaciers, it would be worthwhile to seek a general
sliding l-aw (a rather far-off aim at present) .
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List of Slrnbols

GeneraL: symbols
only listed, if

which are explained where they oocur are
they appear agrain subsequentl-y.

flow law parameter
anpl-itude of sine function
Clausius-Clapeyron constant
aeral concentration of rock fragments
apparent area of contact between 1ce and bed rock
real contact area between ice and bed rock
separated area
etasticity constant (Young's modufus)

contact force betlnteen rock fragment and the bed

shape factor
gravity constant
vector gravity acceleration
glacier thickness
counting index
wawe number

thermal conductivity of ice, rock
latent heat of fusion
characteristic length
exponent in sliding law
unit normal- vector
measure of rouEhness (Lliboutry, 1970)

effective pressure
flow law parameter (Kamb, 1970)

flow 1aw paramter
unit normal vector
pressure (general)
ice overburden pressure
water pressure
separation pressure
critical pressure
debris concentration
normal stress
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amplitude of normal stress
constant contributitn of the norna] stress in the
case of friction
fluctuating contribution of the normal stress in the
case of friction
flux (general)
radius of rock particle
roughness of the glacier bed 1= 3711

bed separation parameter
time variable
stress tensor
stress deviator
second i-nvari.ant of stress deviator
velocity vector
velocity vector component

basal sliding velocity
velocity due to i.nternal defornation
surface velocity
basaf sfidinq velocity in the case of friction
basal slidinq velocity in the case of bed separation
basal- sl-iding velocity in the case of bed separation
and friction
velocity at the top of the modelled section
vel-ocity vector component
welocity normal to the sliding interface
weight
cartesian coordinates
transverse coordinate describing the base

I

mean incl-ination angle of basal surface
inclination angle of basal surface
constant in sli.ding law (LIiboutry, 1975)
Kronecker delta
strai-n rate tensor
viscosity
wavelength
transj-tion wavelength
coeffient of friction
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L79 -
Poisson's ratio
coeffient of bed qeometry (Ha]]et, 1981)

nass density
stress tensor component
shear stress
effective basal shear stress
frictional draqr
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